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“He who offers to me with devotion only a leaf . . .
this I accept from that yearning soul . . . .”
The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 9, Verse 26

Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes.
Carl Jung

PREFACE

I hope Only a Leaf offers you new insights, a bit of encouragement, and some comfort as
you explore who you are in this universe. I also hope you are enriched by the channeled
information in these pages.
This book was a two-year project and I received help and support along the way. In
particular, I thank my brother, Jim Anderson, for his encouragement and wise insights.
And I thank you, dear reader, for the gift of your time and attention. I have done my best
to make your reading of this little book worthwhile. It is not so much my story as it is a
story about our human journey and our experience with each other and with Other, the
Source of All-That-Is, called by many names but known only by the heart.
Namasté
JJA
January 2010
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Only a Leaf

INTRODUCTION

Grace saw me through yesterday; I will count on it again today.

The seeds for this book were planted in 1985 during a time when I was being waked in
the middle of the night to receive “lectures” and insights, sometimes in the form of vivid
images, from an unseen unidentified source. For more than four decades I made a living
in information technology, rationally and logically analyzing systems and problems, so I
was puzzled by these unexpected nonrational nocturnal intrusions into my otherwise
quiet and orderly life. Like many who have experienced apparently uninvited
“channeling,” I also entertained concerns about the state of my mental health. But my
previous spiritual experiences—some would call them mystical experiences—
emboldened me to do my best to absorb the information I was receiving even though I
did not understand its source or always have a context for it. I found the process and the
information very interesting indeed.
I define channeling, as it is popularly called these days, as receiving information from
unseen sources not in our everyday reality. In his excellent book, Channeling, Jon Klimo
cites channel and author Eric Klein, “. . . channeling is simply opening to your higher self
and allowing the elements of Spirit to flow through you unhindered and uncensored” (p.
76). Channeling is discussed in more detail in the following pages.
Some of this book is channeled, some of it is not. The channeled portions are identified
by the dates they were recorded. Appendix A, Excerpts from Journeynotes chronicles
some of my 1985-1986 experiences. More recent experiences are offered in Selections
from Recent Channeling.
Language is problematic when attempting to describe the experiences of the heart and
soul. How does one refer to the source of information obtained in such an extraordinary
way? God? Angels? Guides? Discarnate spirits of the deceased? How does one refer to
IT? James Broughton, poet and filmmaker, playfully (and correctly) put it this way:
That is It
and I am It
and You are It
and so is That
and He is It
and She is It
and It is It
and That is That
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Although I agree with the sentiment he cleverly expressed, using IT throughout this book
would be too awkward for me. The word seems too impersonal, too intellectual for
discussions of intimate spiritual experiences.
I have my preferences. Wakantanka appeals to me very strongly. Wakan: mystery or
sacred; tanka: great or big. It has been variously translated as the Great Spirit and Father
and Grandfather. (I like Grandfather, too, perhaps because now I am one.) But, of course,
the Source of which I write in the pages that follow has no gender—or, should I say,
contains all genders and all forms.
Because of my personal religious history, I-Am-That-I-Am also stirs me. And the word
Tao speaks to me in a special way no other word does—but it does not evoke for me the
sense of that personal, indwelling Spirit that seems to be more myself than any other
aspect of “me.” Although Allah is not part of my religious background it nonetheless
speaks to me from the inspiring teachings of the Sufi mystics of Islam.
But never mind my preferences.
Throughout these next pages, I use a variety of words and phrases, such as the Source,
God, the Spirit-Within, and I-Am-That-I-Am, while knowing we cannot really name the
Creator Spirit of this and all other universes.
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About “channeling”
“We’re not in Kansas anymore, Toto.”
Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz
Disclaimer. It was never my intention to channel information from “out there,” “in here”
or from anywhere. My channeling experience started—that is, in written form through a
computer keyboard—as entries in my personal journal, Journeynotes. As I say in
Appendix A, I make no claim of any special revelation or powers.
OK. Now what? So what is channeling, anyway? My words about channeling will not
satisfy everyone so first let me suggest some books. Jon Klimo’s comprehensive and
authoritative book, Channeling, explores historical and modern channeling, as well as its
psychological and physiological aspects. His book addresses many questions about
channeling—for example, Who does it? Who are they channeling? How do they do it?—
and is rich with examples.
For those wishing to explore connecting with their own “guides,” there is Opening to
Channel, by Sanaya Roman and Duane Packer, available in paperback. For excellent
practical perspectives on channeling provided through Ellen Meredith, author of
Listening In – Dialogues with the Wiser Self, go online to
http://www.listening-in.com/index.html
and for more resources on channeling go to
http://www.amazon.com/Channeling-New-Age-Books/b?ie=UTF8&node=12634.
The Uriel Heals website (http://www.urielheals.com/) will introduce Jennifer Hoffman,
“a life-long intuitive” and practicing channel. See offers a free downloadable e-book,
Communicating with Your Angels and Spirit Guides. Also, see the reading list at the end
of this book, especially Meredith and Babbitt.
With that out of the way, let’s consider channeling more closely.
Channeling is receiving information from sources not in our normal three-dimensional
reality. I believe channeling by various names and descriptions is an ancient phenomenon
which predates recorded history. For example, poets and artists have been inspired by
their “muses” since before recorded history, and oracles, prophets, shamans and seers of
all cultures have likewise been inspired by their “guides,” whether experienced as angels
or spirits of deceased ancestors or the voices and visions of gods.
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On her website, Ellen Meredith’s sources say to
. . . think of channeling as a practice, like yoga or meditation. Through creating a channel of
connection with a source of wisdom, and by articulating what you perceive there, in some fashion,
you are developing your awareness and broadening your perspective. You are training your
conscious mind to work in concert with your intuitive self. You are increasing your expressive
capacity. . . . All channeled information is shaped by the instrument which [person who] receives
it or gives it form. All channeled information contains some distortion, because it is a translation
from a perspective and world view that is resonating at a different note than your own. . . .
[Channeling] is valuable because it helps you to open up your thinking, to become more flexible
and fluid, to feel your heart and mind grow more spacious and loving. Like yoga, or meditation.
[Italics added]

Altered states. Some people are trance mediums* who acquire information in an altered
state of consciousness. These states vary from a “light” trance, where the medium, also
referred to as a “sensitive,” may witness and remember part or all of the process, to a
very “deep” or full trance, where the medium has no conscious memory of what took
place. Notable modern day full trance mediums include the “sleeping prophet,” Edgar
Cayce, who used a self-induced sleep or meditative state, Jane Roberts, communicator of
the “Seth” material, and Elwood Babbitt, an exceptional conduit of channeled material
from an amazing array of sources.
*Psychic Eve Weir (see Appendix B) and others make the distinction that all mediums are psychic but not all psychics
are mediums. Mediums serve as intermediaries between the incarnate and discarnate, typically the deceased. Psychics
may only demonstrate paranormal abilities related to three dimensional reality, such as remote viewing which is the
purported ability to collect information about a distant or unseen object or situation using extra-sensory perception. The
amazing variety of channels and the wide range of information they acquire suggests they can fall into both categories.
Although it may be demonstrated someday that channeling is a natural ability all humans have, its noticeable absence
from everyday experience notwithstanding, it presently seems out-of-the-ordinary to most of us.

Communications from sources through a full trance medium or channel may be
distinctively different from the medium’s personality in style, expression and knowledge
(for example, Babbitt). The information coming through may have no connection to the
medium’s intelligence, experience or formal education. Even the language used may be
different than the medium’s native language.
However, for people who are in light trances and, especially, those in no trance state at
all, I believe channeled information will strongly reflect the concepts, vocabulary and
manner of expression, knowledge and education (formal and otherwise), circumstances,
background and experience, religion, beliefs and expectations of the channel. These are
all part of the “apparatus” the channel brings to the process of fully conscious channeling.
Nineteenth century Spiritualism stimulated much popular worldwide interest in direct
communication with Spirit, as It is called by Spiritualists. Spiritualism produced many
notable channels in the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century. For more
information on modern spiritualism, go to the Internet. For example, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiritualism.
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Modern wording of the principles of Spiritualism may be found at
http://www.pathwaytospirit.co.uk/7-principles-of-spiritualism.htm:
1. Reverent Union with the Divine
2. The Unity of Humankind
3. Communion and Communication with the Spirit
4. Continuous Existence of the Spirit
5. Personal Responsibility
6. Compensation of All Positive and Negative Thoughts, Words and Actions
7. Equality and Eternal Progression Open to All
Note: Another interesting source is The Spirit Book – The Encyclopedia of Clairvoyance, Channeling, and Spirit
Communication by Raymond Buckland, Visible Ink Press (2005).

All aboard this train. A channel friend of mine says because humans share in a
“collective” or “universal” consciousness, channeling is (or can be) a natural occurrence
for everyone and is to be welcomed. Accessing this shared consciousness by channeling
in some manner has roots in human prehistory and appears in ancient shamanic traditions.
I believe we all receive channeled information in some form or at least are capable of
channeling in some way, such as by listening to the “still small voice” within. And
comprehending something by intuitive impressions may be an everyday example of
channeling. So too “uncanny” business savvy may be a form of channeling. Also,
innocent children speak of hearing or seeing angels and unseen playmates—until they are
finally disabused of such by adults who “know better.”
To get into shape for the journey of inner space exploration and, if it happens along the
way, for channeling, meditation is a venerable and valuable tool. It helps us become
adept at focusing on the center of our beings, expanding and strengthening our humanity,
and making us better at seeing our own truth. And in our exponentially expanding
sometimes overwhelming information era, quietly “listening in” always seems to be in
order, whether or not the purpose is to receive channeled information.
Who is communicating with whom? I am convinced everyone can receive information
from unseen sources, regardless of how those sources are labeled by the receiver
(channel), whether called the Higher Self, protecting angels, departed relatives or friends,
disembodied entities, intuition, “feelings” or something else. Meredith says, “To this day,
I am not certain whether inner teachers in general and my council of entities in particular
are a separate consciousness or some part of my own mind and imagination. I have
decided it doesn’t matter. The training and teachings I receive from them are interesting,
useful and admirable” (Listening In, p. 10).
If you explore the abundance of current channeled material in books or on the Internet,
you will find numerous sources cited as providing information, advice, warnings,
predictions, rituals, ways of living, etc. These sources include entities such as Seth
through Jane Roberts, Ramtha through JZ Knight, Archangel Uriel through Jennifer
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Hoffman, Orion (and others) through Betsy Morgan Coffman, the Hathors through Tom
Kenyon, and many, many more. Of course, some people will claim their disembodied
source is superior to other disembodied sources, just as people claim superiority for their
own gurus or spiritual teachers. In this respect, there can seem to be little difference
between consumers of modern day channeled material and religions’ true believers who
have battled over differences from ancient times even up to today.
How do we sift and winnow all of this channeled information? Fortunately, we each may
consult and follow the “still small voice” within and accept or reject channeled
information from others as we please. Even so, it can be interesting and edifying to listen
to what others have to say about their experiences, however they came by their
understandings and regardless of the alleged source of their information. So, I
recommend trusting the Truth in your own heart and selecting from these various sources
that which “rings true” for you. If your intuition sends a warning signal, pay attention to
that signal rather than automatically deferring to some supposedly superior entity.
My channeled material. As I say in my “Note to the Reader” in Appendix A, my
channeled material is taken from my personal journal and is part of a record of my
spiritual journey. Channeled material is identified by journal entry dates. Each entry was
written according to my light and understanding at the time I recorded it. All my
channeled material reflects, to a greater or lesser extent, the images and patterns of my
thought processes, my studies and reading, my upbringing and culture, my nationality
and religious background. Someone else might give the same or very similar message
quite differently. Since I am fully conscious, albeit very focused, when I receive
information, channeled text also reflects my vocabulary.
In conclusion. My experience teaches me there is but one unnamable Source of all that is
and we humans are aspects or “members” of this Source, as is everything else. The
Source (the Spirit) is within each of us and within all that we encounter in our everyday
lives. No intercessor is needed to commune with our Source. Our personal Inner Truth
comes from this Source and may be trusted. Gurus and teachers, channeled information
from others, books and scriptures all can be helpful on our spiritual paths but we can
communicate with and know our Creator without them.
Further, my understanding is communication from our Creator Spirit within transcends
communications from all other voices or “authorities.” This Inner Authority is always
available to all who in silence will open their hearts. This Authority is the touchstone for
Truth against which all other guidance, advice and information—channeled or
otherwise—may be tested, including what is written in the pages of this book. Ultimately,
each person chooses for herself or himself which spiritual way to follow (or create) and
how to live. In matters of someone’s spiritual path, comparisons must be put aside and
serious and sincere efforts respected, regardless of their “flavor.”
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Atheists, Theists
and Modes of Reality
There are two kinds of people in the world:
those who divide the world into two kinds of people
and those who don’t.
Humorist Robert Benchley

First, some rules of the Reality Game. Humankind continually makes the fundamental
error of trying to mix modes of reality. Reality is a holocosm abounding with multiple
modalities. Each modality has its parameters* and to successfully navigate (use) a mode
its parameters must be properly observed.
*Parameter – a fact or circumstance that restricts how something is done or what can be done; also, a distinguishing
feature or notable characteristic.

The central theme of Lawrence LeShan’s excellent book, Alternate Realities, is “we
human beings invent reality as much as discover it, and if this is comprehended, we have
a wide choice as to how we invent it and therefore what sort of world we live in” (p. x).
We may choose, he says, from among “modes of being,” each with its own basic laws or
limiting principles. LeShan describes several. How well a mode works depends upon
what we are trying to do. Of interest to us here are what he calls the Sensory modes,
adapted primarily to biological survival and oriented to things “out there rather than in
here,” and the Mythic modes, useful in creative activities such as play, art, music and
storytelling, and in expressing the myths and legends of culture. He cites longstanding
problems arising from humankind trying to translate perceptions, experiences and actions
of one mode into the vernacular of another mode.
For example, “My love is like a red, red rose” from the poem attributed to Robert Burns
may be a valid declaration in mythic mode but it is not an accurate description (one
hopes!) in sensory mode. Poetry as well as the lyrics of popular music provide many
similar examples.
Another example: From time to time, some members of the United States Congress raise
prospects of making laws (codified in sensory mode) prohibiting burning or otherwise
“disgracing” an American flag, which real meaning and power is symbolic and is derived
from mythic mode. In sensory mode, a cloth flag may be measured, weighed, and
described in terms of its cost, ownership, fabric, dyes, design and features, such as
grommets for cords to affix it to a flagpole. Its symbolic meaning and value, however,
cannot be calculated in this way. The American flag has many meanings and values
ascribed to it, some “good” and some “bad,” by millions of people around the world.
7
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How could a democracy justly enforce a law with its basic premise rooted in mythic
mode against an action taken in sensory mode, for example, the burning of a physical
cloth flag which has numerous symbolic (mythic) meanings and values? What about laws
for other national symbols such as icons and pictures of the North American Bald Eagle,
plastic moldings of the Liberty Bell, plaster replicas of the Statue of Liberty, or photos of
the faces on Mt. Rushmore? What sorts of punishments would be applied? And what of
the “improper” use or “desecration” of other political symbols or of religious icons,
especially in the United States Christian ones? Where would such mischievous
lawmaking end? A people who clearly understand how to use various modes of reality
appropriately—sensory mode for calculating and building, mythic mode for storytelling,
art and things of a symbolic nature—is less likely to make such an egregious error in
trying to mix modalities.
In mythic mode we may be transported to a sublime state by a J. S. Bach piano concerto
but we need sensory mode action to make this possible. In sensory mode a piano and
other instruments required by musicians are crafted, the cost of acquiring sheet music and
of recording may be calculated, a hall for a performance can be rented, we may buy
tickets and meet at a specified time and place. All of this sensory mode action may be
necessary but none of it expresses the value of our experience of the music. Mythic mode
is required to catch the J. S. Bach transport.
Note: LeShan also describes what he calls the “clairvoyant mode of being” where reality is interpreted and experienced
as a unified whole, in effect a holocosm. I think it is in this psychic mode that much, perhaps all, channeling occurs.
The quality of the channeled information may be related in large part to the skill, completeness and duration with which
the channel engages this mode of reality.

Atheist or Theist: Who is “right”? All of the issues of atheists and theists are far too
complicated to address here. But some fundamental flaws in thinking can be suggested.
For example, many atheists (not all) insist if a thing or event or phenomenon cannot be
demonstrated in sensory terms, for example, by measurement, replication, valid historical
records or archaeological evidence, it is not “real.” So, an atheist could conceivably
answer the question, “Is Santa Claus real?” with a definite no. But in a culture openly
acquainted with and generally competent in the use of multiple modes of reality, another
quite valid answer (even for an atheist) could be, “Of course! Santa Claus lives in our
Winter holiday celebrations [mythos].”
Theists, on the other hand, fall into the trap of arguing their case in terms, for example, of
dubious “miracles” and beliefs unsupported by any sensory mode evidence, history or
archaeology. They fall into the same mixed modality trap as atheists by taking their
understandings (often primarily symbolic) and experiences gained in mythic mode and
weaving them into sensory mode parlance, for example, by attempting to extract some
kind of demonstrable evidence of a miracle from an ancient religious relic. Theists and
atheists can both be quite intolerant of the others’ position and can “talk past” each other.
As the Strother Martin boss character in the movie Cool Hand Luke says, “What we’ve
got here is failure to communicate.” Or, failure to employ appropriate foundations for
successful communication.
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In the conclusion of The Christ Conspiracy, freethinker* and author Acharya S (D. M.
Murdock) says, “To believe that the mythical [derived from mythic mode] is the
historical [derived from sensory mode] is not only to be dishonest but also to destroy the
meaning of the mythical and to ruin its real miracle. Indeed, the historicizing of the
mythos removes its value and makes the mind idiotic; but, to understand the gnosis
[spiritual mysteries] behind it is to become wise.” (Emphasis and italics added.) The
many continuing but futile attempts to port from mythic mode to sensory mode in this
way robs humankind—some would argue deliberately and systematically—of its rightful
inheritance of its collective wisdom. Footprints on the Moon demonstrate humankind’s
success in achieving some astonishing sensory mode possibilities. But religious bigotry,
oppression and wars suggest a widespread ignorance of the benefits of appropriate use of
the mythic mode of reality.
*She says, “To me, the word ‘freethought’ conveys the ability to think freely, period. I have defined it . . . also as: the
liberty to question and doubt unscientific and uncritical beliefs, especially as concerns religion.”

By what authority? Now, if I cannot “prove” my spiritual experience* in sensory mode
terms, by what authority do I dare write or speak of such matters? By the authority of my
unique, personal experience with the Author of my existence. This is the same authority
each human being has. It is the highest authority in spiritual matters. No external
(sensory mode) authority can validate or gainsay my life adventures and my experience
with this Author of my being. Validation comes from within. Of course, religious
authorities for centuries “damned” as “heretics” or “infidels” those whose spiritual
experiences did not conform to orthodox doctrine. They still do.
*Not “religious” experience—see the essay on Religion below.

Certainly personality, background and cultural milieu are formative and definitely flavor
one’s spiritual experience. Some people have one kind of experience, some another, some
apparently have none whatsoever. So be it.
We would not expect a Quaker farm boy in Pennsylvania to encounter the Hindu god
Shiva while cleaning out horse stalls—it is not impossible but it would be very unusual
and surprising. Likewise, it seems unlikely an Indonesian Muslim woman would report a
vision of the Roman Catholic Saint Teresa of Ávaila, again not impossible but unlikely.
And evidently some humans spend their entire lifetimes on Earth not only without a
religion but also without any apparent sublime or spiritual experience of any kind
whatsoever. Indeed, someone raised as an atheist might consider those who have spiritual
experiences as insane or delusional or at least seriously flawed as human beings. If our
atheist considered spiritual experiences and religious experiences to be one in the same—
I emphatically do not!—centuries of havoc caused by religious intolerance and tyranny
and the devastation of religious wars would indeed be convincing evidence of madness.
Finding community. No matter how much of ourselves we may reveal to each other, we
each are singly the witnesses of our own inner universes. Nevertheless, we may find
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community and communion with others by virtue of our deep and common connection
with the Ground of Being, our Source. We can find the universal and timeless by inner
space exploration and therefore may find kinship with and know fellowship with others
who have made their own inner journeys, even though each expresses their unique
experience in her or his own way. To celebrate each unique life, we must abandon
comparisons and allow each to his or her own path and experience—without judgment.
We need to be open minded and open hearted with one another. Respect is needful,
respect without judgment. Respect for the Life in another, respect for his or her life
experience and life lessons is required, if we are to bridge the apparent gaps between us.
No one needs an intercessor to plumb the depths of her or his own mind and heart or to
express, as much as it is possible to express such experience, what has been discovered in
an inner journey. Even though we may each find help along the way, the journey to the
Source is inward and is taken alone.
I think we may we discard the labels of theist and atheist and, instead, simply honor each
other’s experience and humanity.
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Religion
Don’t look for IT “out there.”

Religious belief systems require deferring and submitting to authorities other than the
Spirit within. They stipulate how you are supposed to experience the Great Spirit of the
Universe and the kinds of spiritual (so-called “religious”) experiences which are
allowable, acceptable and conventional. Experiences which do not fit a religion’s
orthodoxy are suspect and often declared heretical or blasphemous. Those whose spiritual
experiences and therefore personal knowledge differ from the prescribed and permissible
experiences and dogma of a religion are labeled sinner, infidel, heretic, damned. As if the
Creator of All-That-Is can be contained in particular belief systems or dogmas or
traditions or writings, whether ancient or recent!
At best, religions can be “launching pads” urging us to search for and travel our own
unique spiritual paths. At worst, religions are stultifying prisons which strive to deny us
the ecstasy of our rightful communion with the God in each of us and also to rob of us of
fellowship with others whose hearts harmonize with our own. Religions deliberately hide
the Truth that sets us free to be Who-We-Are. Religions bring wars and unspeakable
atrocities all in the “name” of God! The thirteenth century Islamic mystic and poet,
Mowlana Jalaluddin Rumi, truly said, “The lovers of God have no religion but God
alone.”
Love is the foundation for a spiritual path. Love does not insist on its own way but
includes all, our differences notwithstanding, and you and I and others are all apertures to
Other. Love’s possibilities follow the magic of an open mind. Look with fresh eyes at
others. They too bespeak the Source of All-That-Is. So, each is to be honored and saluted
irrespective of her or his particular religious “launching pad,” spiritual experience or, for
that matter, lack of either.
To say there are many paths isn’t quite right: There is only Path. God is our Path, our
Destination and our Home. What is there to fear? It is enough that we come from God
and we go to God; rather than take exception with what lies in between on the journey, I
say live it with all your heart. And bless others along the way.

Who in all his work sees God, he in truth goes unto God: God is his worship, God is his
offering, offered by God in the fire of God. The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 4, verse 24
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Faith
The eye with which I see God is the same eye with which God sees me:
my eye and God’s eye is one eye, and one seeing, and one knowing and one love.
Meister Eckhart (c. 1260 - 1328)

Belief and faith. Belief comes from the head, faith comes from the heart. Beliefs and
belief systems are products of the conscious intellect; faith, as I am using the word, is a
knowing of the heart which supersedes belief of the mind. Belief systems require
evidence be found in sensory (material) reality while faith transcends material reality and
can transport the knower into her or his experience of the Great Inner Silence, a state
which cannot be described with words. Belief leads to arguments requiring “proofs”
resting on “logic” and “theology” to satisfy the conscious intellect while faith leads to a
fellowship of an unspoken knowing.
Most people use the words faith and belief interchangeable, or, perhaps, use faith to refer
only to their religious beliefs—or the trust they put in something other than the Spirit
within them. We are conditioned from birth to trust authorities and things outside
ourselves, such as scriptures, religious leaders and other authority figures, rather than our
own Inner Voice. So, as we learn and grow, we accumulate various behaviors and habits
of deferring to authorities other than ourselves, that is, other than our own Inner Truth.
When the authority is a law enforcement officer directing traffic around an automobile
accident, this deference is a sensible and practical. But it is not practical or healthy to
defer to any authority outside of the Spirit within us to govern our lives or guide our
spiritual paths.
Who are we? We are each unique expressions and experiences of I-Am-That-I-Am. If you
are not being you, that is, the unique expression of Life called “you,” then who on Earth
is going to do the job! I’m being facetious, of course, but because of our inculcated fears
we often do not wish to stand out as the unique beings we are. So we slip into various
roles to disguise ourselves. And if we’re not paying attention, we come to believe we are
the roles we play. Roles are useful, can be helpful, and are part of the human experience.
Being a parent is a role that can provide opportunities to express Love and to lift up our
children. In a restaurant, the role of patron can create a pleasant dining experience—
facilitated by the people who are in the roles of chef, waiter or waitress, cashier, etc.
But we are not our roles. Nor our names, fame or bank accounts. Nor our Social Security
Numbers. We are manifestations of I-Am-That-I-Am—God or the Source, pick the word
that works for you—each uniquely informing the Universe.
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Neither are we our conscious intellects. Our conscious intellects are but in infinitesimal
part of the Intelligence we are. We are spiritual beings having human experiences and, for
a while, we pretend not to be part of All-That-Is so we may create and experience our
unique life adventures.
We may know (by faith) much more than our conditioning, training, education and belief
systems tell us. As our understanding of Who-We-Are grows, so grows our faith. Not
belief, faith. I believe the Sun will appear tomorrow morning and I believe winter will be
colder than summer—there is plenty of scientific and empirical evidence to support these
beliefs. But I know by faith I am not my ego persona nor my social standing nor my
economic holdings. My spiritual experiences confirm by faith (knowing) I am an
expression of the Spirit, even though in the press of daily living I may often forget this
truth for a while.
And I know you too, dear reader, are an expression of the Spirit. So, I can acknowledge
you with the Hindu greeting Namasté, I salute the God in you.

Faith is not something to grasp, it is a state to grow into.
Mohandas Gandhi
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Musings
The spirit without moving is swifter than the mind.
The Isa Upanishad

Our thoughts. The human brain—wherein lies the conscious intellect and its thought
content—is a marvelous interface between the in-formed “me” and the in-forming IT.
But neither my thoughts nor my brain, however valuable and necessary for this lifetime
on planet Earth, are my awareness. My awareness is at the leading edge of the everexpanding sphere of my consciousness, of my universe. And at the center of my universe
is the Silent Witness.
Be patient while observing thoughts. There is no hurry. Thoughts come and go. When
you consider a thought, it leads to other thoughts which lead to other thoughts and so on.
Our thoughts take form according to the attitudes and the patterns we have chosen. Both
may be changed in the flash of an insight. We are not prisoners, locked away in our
brains nor are we victims of our inner chatter. We are Witnesses. Witnesses free to
choose and shape and mold our streams of thoughts created from the constant flow of the
Life force freely given to us.
Our thoughts are amplified by our emotions. First come our attitudes and patterns, then
thoughts—the beginnings of our creating—followed by the manifestation of the thoughts
we “host,” all propelled by the power of our emotions. For more on the power of thought,
see Appendix B, Eve Weir’s Messages.
What we are today comes from our thoughts of yesterday, and our present thoughts build our life
tomorrow: our life is the creation of our mind. The Dhammapada, Chapter 1, verse 1

The value of attention. The practice of sitting quietly with stillness of mind, releasing
thoughts as they come, is a way to tune into the “still small voice” each of us has within.
The messages we receive may not always seem to be great truths but they are nonetheless
important for our well being. Holding to the idea that all spiritual insights must be
earthshaking, awesome or terribly profound is to miss the point that guidance from the
Spirit within is constant, always available. Even the most mundane of daily chores can be
carried out in a state of grace. Grace is our experience of Love’s presence; there is always
grace for Love is ever present.
We go astray, so to speak, when we allow the ruminations of our ever-busy brains to
distract our attention from here-and-now—where all the action really is. My awareness is
to be found in the NOW. To be present, to pay attention, is our moment-by-moment
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challenge. When we manage to do that, we experience clarity and calm and a special
quiet. In this state, we do not follow the arguments, what-ifs, naggings or fears presented
by our conscious intellects. Instead, we are filled with a peaceful knowing which I call
faith.
Tuning in. Perhaps one of the best exercises for stretching the sense of self—or, should I
say Self?—is the Who-Am-I meditation. Sit quietly, focus and simply consider that
question over and over. Each answer your conscious intellect offers will always be
incomplete. Perhaps it will offer a role or an experience or an ego-idea of yourself or an
image you wish to others to see, hope you are or wish you were. When our brains are
finally quiet (fatigued from trying to supply “the answer”!) the truth of our personal being
is revealed. And it is in revealing of the deeply personal that the universal and timeless
are to be found. Self-revelation is the invitation to self-knowledge, to understanding
Who-We-Are.
Experience of this kind of inner revelation is, of course, ineffable. The conscious
intellect, what Evelyn Underhill calls “surface intelligence” (Mysticism, 1911), cannot
comprehend the Source. Nonetheless, we utter words or write them down. Sadly,
sometimes the recorded spiritual experiences of others become the-answer-out-there and
give us reasons for not entering our own Inner Silence which, through conditioning, we
have learned to fear. Instead, we turn up the volume of our brain chatter or seek
distractions. But sometimes the stories of others awaken us and urge us to go deeper into
own Inner Silence.
The man who in his work finds silence, and who sees that silence is work, this man in
truth sees the Light and in all his works finds peace. The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 4, verse
18

Distinctions. At one time I thought the greatest “political” problem in the United States,
or, for that matter in the World, was racism. But now I would say it is distinctions, such
as between ethnic groups, rich and poor, the so-called races, people of different religious
and political persuasions, genders, etc. Or rather the problem is how we treat distinctions.
Instead of recognizing and celebrating the “many colored coat” the Source of All-That-Is
has manifested we quibble about it—or worse.
We have heard humans are “made in the image” of God. What can this mean? It means
we have choice (“free will”), it means we are creative and it means we are eternal. Day
by day, we may choose to create and recreate Who-We-Are, individually and
collectively. Humankind seems to make “mistakes” and “bad” choices but, ultimately, all
is well, for these “errors” are but experiences that benefit the evolution of our Souls,
individually and collectively. We may choose how we experience them.
Choices. We choose our paths. We may be nonviolent pacifists or we may choose to be
warriors. Neither way is better than the other. The point is to find your own path and then
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to honor it by choosing to follow where it leads. Usually, there are many surprises along
the way, if we just pay attention. Attention is the price of life.
So, warrior, bookkeeper, teacher, laborer, house spouse, whatever roles you explore—and
there may be many, one after another, or several simultaneously—they are your choice
and for your benefit, that is, for your spiritual evolution. They are also for the experience
of the Spirit within—which would have no experience of “you” save for your
willingness, your consent to be Who-You-Are in this lifetime on Earth.
Ego Bashing. There are many excellent teachings from a variety of sources that also
contain a theme of what I call “ego bashing,” for example, A New Earth by Eckhart
Tolle. Some religions have forms of it, as do many Eastern traditions. We are told the ego
is a deceptive “false self” and the source of personal and even world calamities.
Yet, the egoic self is essential for interacting in society—just as our bodies are essential
for experiencing life in physical form—and a healthy ego can facilitate revealing our
Inner Truth to others. Problems arise when we misidentify with our egos or bodies or
thoughts or roles or bank accounts or community status, etc., thinking at least temporarily
these things or processes really are who we are. But they are not.
In Ellen Meredith’s book Listening In – Dialogues with the Wiser Self, the ego is
described as a “mechanism rather than a consciousness” and as an “instrument for
creating a distinct Self.” It is a “created Self, representing you to the outside world.” (Pp.
71, 67 and 72, respectively.) The book describes the characteristics of a healthy ego,
including the ability to differentiate between one’s role and one’s essence (p. 74).
Each of us is a unique expression of the Source, a singular event in the Universe, an
expression which includes our much-maligned egos. I say make peace with your ego by
“reminding it” of your core values and that the Spirit within is in charge of your life. My
ego, the servant of my Soul.
‘I am not doing any work,’ thinks the man who is in harmony, who seeks the truth. For in
seeing or hearing, smelling or touching, in eating or walking, or sleeping, or breathing, in
talking or grasping or relaxing, and even in opening or closing his eyes, he remembers:
‘It is the servants of my soul that are working.’ The Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 5, verse 9

Wholeness. Wholeness requires attention, not trying, not striving, not working or
thinking; just quiet nonjudgmental attention to the process (the event) one refers to as
“my life,” neither grasping after nor rejecting experience. A practical everyday personal
wholeness check is observing the congruity of your thoughts, feelings, words and deeds.
If you are experiencing incongruity, bring your attention back to the moment, to the Now,
until your thoughts, feelings, words and actions are in harmony.
The choice is to flow with—to “be here now” with—Life or to resist and fight Life which
itself is a unending flow. Whichever one chooses, the end is the same: the river empties
into the sea. So, to know oneself—not the illusion of oneself—requires quiet,
16
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nonjudgmental attention now. Silence is needful. The Spirit woos the Soul with such a
subtle song it can only be heard by those dwelling in the Silence of the eternal Now.
Note: For more on the eternal Now, see The Power of Now, A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment, by Eckhart Tolle.

Our expectations of reality. We have our expectations and our hopes—which, of course
can lead to disappointments. The poles of expectations and disappointments are one of
the dualities of Third Dimension reality. But all is well. Our “ultimate expectation,”
which will not lead to disappointment, is to continue forever, choosing this way or that
path and one form of “disguise” or another, all just for a “while.” There is no error in this.
In this Earth life it is, in fact, quite natural to have our dreams and goals and expectations.
These are all part of our adventure, part of this lifetime we are creating.
We have our individual lives and realities, molded by our choices and created by our
thoughts, thanks to the continuous stream of “life energy” freely provided to us. And we
have our mutually-agreed-upon-reality which we jointly and cooperatively create for our
(humankind’s) growth and evolution and amusement. Sometimes this reality doesn’t
seem amusing at all but that is also part of our human adventure.
Our mutually-agreed-upon reality often tugs at our hearts, especially when we look at the
world we have created and see what we call suffering. Famine, disease, war, violence
against one another, all can seem overwhelming. But then there are those among us who
use these intense human dramas to shine forth the nobler aspects of humanity.
Ultimately, all of these human problems and issues will evaporate as morning mist. In
terms of Earth time, “ultimately” can seem very far off indeed. But take heart:
Humankind is awakening. We can together create a New Earth.
Mystery. We humans love a mystery. We may think where we came from is a mystery
and where we are going is a mystery. But our Source is well-known—and dwells within
each of us. When we are troubled, we need only look inside, into our hearts to find the
Comforter. The Comforter is ever present. The mystery exists only in our busy minds.
From the point of view of our “little selves,” of our egos, there are many great mysteries.
But from the point of view of our Higher Selves, there is only joy. We are not alone nor
are we abandoned. That Which Is All cannot abandon Itself. And we are all IT.
This is not news. We have heard it before. There is nothing but God. God is our Source,
God is our Path, God is our Destiny. To say “God exists” is incorrect. To say “God does
not exist” is incorrect. These are intellectual concepts, thoughts of the mind. Concepts,
thoughts, words cannot express IT. The Spirit within us is the Spirit of the Universe.
Atman is Brahman.
Love. Life is about Love. At the center of the various adventures we humans have, there
is always Love. These adventures require “forgetting.” Forgetting We are One. Forgetting
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our Source. Forgetting all is well. Forgetting all our adventures, no matter how seemingly
horrific, ultimately work to our benefit and spiritual evolution in the end, even if we
cannot from our present limited perspectives understand how.
There is no end, really. There is an eternal flow of Life with countless variations on
myriad themes and never-ending adventures. But, at any moment we desire, we may
come Home to Love. Many who finish their Earth adventures know this—when they
pass, existence seems somehow familiar because, indeed, it is. What is familiar to them is
the Love they encounter, are bathed in, are filled with.
Those who desire may assume another separate identity and have other adventures. But in
the end, all come Home to Love. There is nothing else.
Be among those relentlessly choosing Love and all will be well.
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SELECTIONS
FROM RECENT
CHANNELING
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A general introduction
My experience in receiving guidance and information includes listening to the “still small
voice” (Spirit) in my heart and also receiving thoughts, words and pictures that seem to
form in the center of my brain, apparently from various sources. Listening to the whispers
of the heart and obtaining information through the conduit of the mind both require
stillness and the silencing of the familiar inner chatter we experience in everyday living.
Unless I sought specific information or received advance notice, I usually did not know
what topics would come through during meditation, although the topics always seemed
timely and appropriate. Sitting quietly and relaxed at my computer keyboard, I typed the
words as they formed—occasionally asking questions or responding. Sometimes I tried to
do editing during a session but that usually didn’t work very well. However, I read and
edited each session immediately after I have recorded it and endeavored to make the
language and meaning (as I understood it) as clear as I was able.
Editing notes for these channeled selections: Words in quotations marks and parentheses
are channeled material received in quotations marks and parentheses. Text in braces { }
are my questions, responses and thoughts. Words in brackets [ ] have been added by me
during editing for clarification, explanation or reference. Ellipses (. . .) indicate deletions.
This symbol § indicates a change of topic within the session.
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Channeling about “channeling”

Introduction. Below are some selections about channeling from my channeling, starting
December 31st, 2006. Initially, my intellect did not easily accept the idea of “listening in”
to my Wiser Self, as Ellen Meredith puts it. Appendix A, EXCERPTS from Journeynotes,
reveals some of my early doubts about channeling, even as some of the selections in this
section reveal my lingering doubts. But I have had spiritual experiences since boyhood
and in my later years have come to appreciate my intellect as a servant of my soul,
notwithstanding its doubts, uncertainties, critical assessments and demands for rational
explanations. And I have also come to understand the Spirit in my heart leads, insofar as I
consent.
2006-12-31

{I still have doubts about “channeling.”}
Of course. Your conscious intellect (a tool) will present what you call doubts for you to
explore. Do not be afraid. All is well. You are well-equipped to do your mission (as you
call it).
2007-08-05

We are but some of your friends and helpers. These channeling practice sessions will
introduce many others. Some of them you will find quite interesting. Your friend advised
you to work more closely with your guides—and these practice sessions are one way to
do that.
It is good and proper that you sat down to receive when you felt the impression to do so.
Again and again in life you will feel these impressions—and even more direct invitations
to open to channel.
Keep your inquiring mind and skepticism. Honor your intellect—but keep it as a tool in
service of the Spirit-Within. Maintain the simplicity of your approach to questioning
phenomena while continuing to honor all others, including their unique life experiences,
and the Spirit within them. Question, explore, accept, receive, learn—but do not judge or
condemn. Simply allow.
{Thank you.}
[Note: I give thanks at the conclusion of all channeling sessions.]
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2007-08-12

You are safe. Others protect and serve you—gladly. You will understand this more
clearly when you pass through the veil after physical death. This is a service well
undertaken and well received. Many serve in the roles of protectors and guides. Have you
not heard of Guardian Angels? And there are others, including friends who have made
the transition from Earth form to spirit form. Your Inner Voice guaranteed your success.
All is well.
[Note: The term “veil” recurs in channeling sessions and refers to the apparent separation between those in sensory,
three-dimensional reality and those referred to as being in discarnate “spirit form.” This explanation is from a Uriel
Heals newsletter published by Jennifer Hoffman: “The veil was put in place as part of the human experience on this
planet. It is there so that you can transcend the human experience and learn to incorporate the spiritual plane into your
lives. The veil exists on the material side, not the spiritual [side]. So when you ask the Universe to lift the veil you are
asking it to do something that you must learn to do for yourselves.” For more about Archangel Uriel and Jennifer
Hoffman, go to http://www.urielheals.com/ on the Internet.]

Breathe through the resistance you are feeling at this moment. The truth of the Universe
is yours and anyone’s who will listen and be open. Of course, the Truth is everchanging—and also never-changing. A lovely mystery, is it not?
Not everything you channel needs to be earthshaking! Some practical, everyday advice
and wisdom will also come your way. And why not? Do not friends share information
and counsel one another? Remember: all may be tested against the Truth in your heart put
there by the Spirit Creator of All-That-Is dwelling within you—and dwelling in everyone,
including us.
You want to know more about us but are afraid to ask. Some information about us will be
revealed over time but remember you are the final decider of what to pass along to others
from us.
2007-09-21

We spoke to you of words of comfort. Out of the Great Silence Within comes the greatest
comfort, in fact, therein dwells the Comforter, the Great Spirit Who heals all, Who
creates all.
Meditation is needful. You have seen our urging in the other past sessions you’ve been
reviewing tonight. The purpose and point of meditation is to help relax your “lower self”
and to open more easily and freely to what you call “channeling.” These dialogues of
channeling go on all the time but not many people listen and some who listen do not hear
because of prejudice and fear and the desire to remain acceptable to others around them.
Nevertheless, we in Spirit form are communicating every day with all of you who are in
physical form.
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2007-09-24

{Nervous and uncertain.}
All is well. This channeling tonight by invitation from us is an issue of trust for you. We
know it is difficult for you to trust friends unseen, not of the physical world in which you
now live—if only temporarily.
Your heart is heavy with sadness from the news of your friends’ passing. Yet, you
already know they are fine and they know you love them still. More information will be
coming your way when you visit your friend and counselor but relax this evening
comforted in the knowledge of Life Eternal and of the Love Eternal in which you and
your dear friends dwell.
We appreciate your willingness to be open. Do not worry about censoring what comes
through. You are, after all, the final editor of your channeling! Speak to others simply,
clearly, calmly and from your heart. In this there can be no harm.
2007-10-03

{Uneasy.}
Relax. We are your friends. An invitation is just that. You may choose to sit with us or
not, it is your choice. We take no offense either way. However, we are always pleased to
be in conscious contact with you. As you know, this writing via a computer keyboard is
not the only way we communicate with each other.
We understand this matter of mistrust. Of late, you have reasons not to be comfortable in
some of your Earth relationships because of betrayal of trust. We, however, are in a
different plane (or “vibration,” if you choose) and cannot betray your trust. It is not in our
nature or in our ability. We are your friends, counselors and family.
2007-10-24

When you listen to us (your unseen guides and friends), it is similar to listening to your
heart, or, to that “still small voice” each human being has within. . . . By allowing your
heart to guide you, by speaking from the heart without censoring, you will channel much
good to those around you who need it. . . . Let it flow through you without consideration
to fame, fortune, status, the opinions of others (good or bad). As your friend [a great and
gifted psychic] used to say, “I just give ’em what I get.” It is not necessary to interpret,
analyze or even understand {!} what comes through. Just give!
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2007-11-19

No, it hasn’t been a long time since we have communicated for we—you and us—
communicate daily (and sometimes nightly, too). As we have said, it is not necessary to
sit and write what you receive from us, although some of your notes are valuable for your
reviewing and, someday perhaps, for others.
2008-04-08

{Do you ever rest?}
The kind of rest you refer to is not necessary on this side of the veil. We do, however,
restore ourselves through activities not unlike your spiritual retreats.
2008-04-18

Thank you for consciously inviting us on your walks and into your other daily activities.
We attend, anyway, but can be much closer and be of much greater help to you when you
think of us and consciously include us. We enjoy your life’s adventures and support you
in your choices. We also stand ready to help sharpen your decision-making and to
improve your choices. But, of course, there are no mistakes. So, trust your Inner Guide
and press on with your life.
2008-05-03

You want more contact with us and think you need another person [channel] but no one
except your own heart is needed to gain insights and to receive guidance. We are with
you always—yes, even on the golf course!—but we do not mind your working with and
through others. . . . Those contacts can add useful perspectives and sometimes amplify
our messages.
2008-06-05

The “identity” of those who help you (angels, guides, friends, and the rest) is really not so
important. It is OK (as you say) to inquire about such matters but the main point is to
form stronger partnerships with all who are committed to helping you. We know you are
grateful for the support you receive—still it is cosmic courtesy to regularly acknowledge
and give thanks for it.
2008-06-18

With respect to this communication, we are pleased to have an excellent store of concepts
and words and experiences and (go ahead, write it) wisdom to choose from. Together
we—you and us—must, of course, deal with issues of the ego, which is still learning to
serve the Spirit within. To be humble is necessary—but it does not include denying your
talents and skills and willingness to serve God (the Spirit in all of us). Just be matter-offact about the work we do together. (Of course, you may enjoy it after the fact by reading
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and re-reading it. Sooner or later, though, you will simply write and move on. And the
day is upon you when you will simply speak from the heart and move on.)
...
You will find (eventually) it does not matter whether information comes from angels or
from the ennobled spirits of those who have passed or even from the very “throne” of
God. The time will come when all of this channeling will become much easier because it
will be second nature to you, even as the roses you stop to smell on your daily walks
return their perfume in payment for your attention.
. . . Each positive thought, each act of kindness and of forgiveness is magnified
throughout this and all universes. Peace and the kindness that accompanies it will prevail
against the “straw man” of illusion, against the game of Let’s Pretend, that is, the illusion
of separation from God.
2008-07-11

You are wondering about the reception of channeling tonight. Occasionally, inner
psychological structures (long in place) are activated by some emotional disturbance.
Little by little, these unwanted structures—that is, the ones of negative or of no value—
will dissolve and become distant, vague memories you will not even choose to call up.
But look! You are doing well with the communication, in spite of “static interference”!
2008-07-16

Just relax. Not every channeling session is earthshaking. We wish to review some simple
truths with you this evening.
First, all is God. There is nothing else. The human mind cannot comprehend the
Universe, let alone the God that creates and sustains it and all other universes. This is
why the simplicity of a child’s faith is needful. No analysis is necessary to dwell with
God. That which you call God asks for nothing, needs nothing.
If it is the sincere desire of your heart—of anyone’s heart—to enjoy the company of God
all that is needed is a clean, sincere desire . . . and attentive patience. No training, no
studying, no rituals or dogma are needed. Just a yearning heart.
2008-07-19

We understand your trust issue with us. Yet you know we are trustworthy and committed
to your successful completion of this lifetime. What you have in your heart, that is, the
Great Spirit, leads you and will not fail you. Whatever we or others communicate may, as
you have already been told [in 1985 and other channeling], be tested against the Truth in
your heart. You may set aside (if only temporarily) whatever does not fit you
harmoniously.
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Take the same pragmatic approach to the coming intensification of the shift in human
consciousness as you take with reincarnation (as it is called). There may be information
of interest coming through various sources but follow your own path, fulfill this lifetime,
and all will be very well indeed.
2008-08-20

Not everything channeled needs to be recorded, as we have said. But the value of
recording your sessions lies in focusing your attention, in sometimes providing insights
and information for others, and in giving you personal guidance.
You may let go of any worry about the burden of remembering what you receive. It is all
available to you in the NOW and will fit the moment, when you need guidance.
2008-08-31

We are not mysterious beings hiding in some secret universe but are close to you and
accessible, even as the Spirit within is close to you and accessible. There is but One
Source.
§
{Do I detect some humor, now and then, coming from your side of the veil? I know how
vital humor and laughter is for me and other humans. Is there good humor and fellowship
(well, I know the answer to that part) in other dimensions? Some of the “spiritual”
material I read . . . seems to be devoid of humor. It seems to me, if we are “created in the
image” of the Source, humor must be OK.}
Yes, indeed, it’s OK, as you put it. The antidote to the deadly (literally) seriousness of
most human thinking and behavior lies in the wonderful state of being you call humor.
When you laugh at the squirrels in the backyard or at children playing in the schoolyard
nearby, you are readjusting your energy patterns in a very positive way. Frequent
adjustments of this sort are needful and very important. Our brand of humor is different
than yours and may be fully appreciated only when you enter our realm. But we do
indeed have humor and laughter and joyful feelings!
2008-09-08

There are legions of guides and wise ones and angels ready and able and eternally happy
to serve humankind. But so few people trust us—or themselves—to ask with faith for
help.
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2008-09-13

We ask you: Does not all this channeled information ring true to you? (Please edit later.)
You will not and cannot be led astray. You are a child of God and are one with God and
are safe. And surrounded by angels.
2008-09-16

Until we meet again at the keyboard then, we bid you sleep and rest well. Of course, we
are with you always and remind you that not everything needs be recorded in this manner.
2008-09-21

{It doesn’t seem like three days since we last talked.}
You mean, of course, the recording by typing of our communication—for we (you and
us) have been communicating every day.
2008-09-29

Remember, each person channels according to her or his tool box, including vocabulary,
intellectual concepts and the like. If you can be patient (that message to you again!), there
will be some surprising information coming through you.
[Note: The “tool box” reference here, I believe, applies to people who channel while conscious, not those in a trance
state, although it may apply to them also and I simply don’t understand how.]

...
You are wondering about Elwood Babbitt. His journey is remarkable and we rejoice in
the lifetimes he has spent improving the human condition and raising the consciousness
of many, including you. His way of full trances is not your way or anyone else’s way.
Each person’s way is special and unique.
There are people on Earth today who will experience channeling but will not understand
it and will perhaps fear it. Anything you or others can do to help these suddenly created
new channels will be of great help to humankind. Everyone has something to contribute,
if they will choose the Light.
2008-10-26

Enjoy this moment. And we thank you for remembering to consciously invite us along.
We are with you in any case but your awareness of your angel escort makes your life
easier and helps strengthen our connection with you.
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2008-10-28

Yes, you may close now. You may always close any time you choose. We are with you
always—and will be waiting to welcome you to this side of the veil when you pass—and
our advice and information and guidance is always available to you, whether or not you
are sitting at your keyboard.
2008-12-13

So, channeled information (as you call it) reflects the vehicle, that is, the channel or
person opening up to Spirit—we know you prefer to say the Spirit because of your
personal history and relationship with the God Within. This phrase is OK, as you say.
Your friend . . . is very popular and very lively in her channeled offerings to the public.
People love that about her. She sparkles from our point of view. And she is well loved
because of her joyful way. But no “odious comparisons,” please. You are you! A
different flavor, to be sure, but needed and welcome in the opening up of humankind to a
higher collective consciousness. Rejoice in your own nature. “Slow and easy” is OK, too!
2008-12-20

{Well, what about your “names”? How important is it that I know them?}
Before you typed the question you knew the answer.
{Yes. Still, sooner or later some (perhaps many) will ask.}
And your answer will be?
{You know. All may be tested against the truth in your heart.}
So, are we OK?
{Yeah, we’re OK.}
2008-12-30

Your practice needs to be more of a daily practice but not necessarily at the keyboard.
We know you listen—we are suggesting you spend more conscious time listening. Not as
a burden. Simply visiting with us each day on various topics of interest to you.
2009-01-16

{Thank you. How are we doing with the idea of meeting more often?}
OK! What do you think?
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{OK, I guess. I’m frequently a bit surprised at your impressing me to meet at the
keyboard. But I suppose what I observe and experience during a day provides us with
opportunities to commune.}
Yes. We go to the movies with you and read with you and enjoy your enjoyment and
your adventures.
{It never occurred to me to consciously invite you to go to the movies with me! That’s
cool!}
We’re ready for anything!
{Because you are discarnate and don’t suffer the slings and arrows of physical
existence!}
Be fair! We have, as it is said, “been there, done that,” otherwise how could we be
empathetic and helpful?
{Yes, I can see that, or, I guess I knew that. I have to close now. Thank you as always.}
2009-02-16

Sometimes you distrust us. Yet we have never betrayed you nor would we nor could we.
The Source from which we all come would not give you false counsel through us. Such is
not possible.
2009-03-16

. . . You have not lost touch with us or with any of your unseen supporters. Simply put
your attention on us and you will sense our presence and support.
. . . Even in the smallest of things, you may ask and will receive the highest and best
guidance. You are wondering if this is true for your golfing. {Yes!} And it is. There is
nothing so mundane or routine for us not to help you. Just ask—and trust!
2009-04-02

Listen for us more and more during the day when you are not at your keyboard. We are
indeed your companions and stand ready to help and every way.
2009-04-27

Spend more quiet time—call it meditation, if you wish, or contemplation—and simplify
your thought processes more and more. Simplicity and humility and an immovable faith
are qualities that will serve you in the next “phase” of your lifetime on Earth. Clarity
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trumps kindness, we refer to the deferential kindness that is not really kindness at all.
Constantly censoring is of no value—speaking from the heart is of great value.
So, trust is another component or quality for your next step in life. Trust the Spirit within.
It is not necessary for you to understand or to validate messages and information you
provide others. The key is to open yourself to the Source and to maintain that openness.
The flow is what is important.
It is important not to try to explain or to justify what you offer. It is not your
responsibility and it is impossible, anyway, for you to do such. Each person will make his
or her own way in life, guided by his or her own inner wisdom, regardless of any
channeled information you may provide someone.
2009-05-14

Employ more day-to-day conversations with us to simplify your way of receiving
guidance, information and our perspectives. You already do this on a continuous basis
but not always consciously. We are asking you to be more consciously aware of our
presence and our communications with you.
There is no criticism here. Only an invitation to adopt a practice that will accelerate your
personal and spiritual growth—really, there is only spiritual growth, of course. Try it.
Take us consciously with you tomorrow, whether in playing golf, walking, shopping,
whatever.
We are always ready to help and guide. Allow yourself to always be ready to receive—
and then to make your own free will decisions and choices.
2009-05-16

Always keep your peace. This is more important than anything you will achieve or
acquire. This peace—the peace that passes the understanding of the intellect—is your
greatest gift. Can you not feel it growing stronger each day, becoming more and more a
part—nay, the core—of Who-You-Are? This is the gift, the jewel within your heart.
Cherish it more than even your Earthly life. It is the Light into which you leap at the end
of your journey in this lifetime.
...
We are the ones who not only guide and help you but who also guard the Inner Flame of
Peace. We stand ready to be your guardians and friends and good servants. We are here
and we are ready. We are one with you and our spirits are from the same Source as yours.
We are your family!
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2009-07-01

You were not cut off from us during the intense time in the last twenty-four hours. The
noise—that is, the internal brain noise—made it difficult for you to hear us. Next episode
of trouble or turmoil, work to find your feelings (not emotions) and let them guide you to
us and out of the forest of delusions. . . .
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Channeling on other topics

Introduction. These selections are on a variety of topics that do not easily fit in the other
sections of channeled material in this book. I present them here in order by date recorded.
2008-06-14

[A new source? The tone and “energy” seemed less familiar (but not uncomfortable) and
more “removed” or distant than my usual sources.]
Who we are
The Christ is within each of us. At the highest level, there is no separation between the
Christ and the Higher Self. Just as the Soul eventually has its union with the God-Force,
the Christ melds with the Higher Self. This union may be realized while you are still in
the flesh of this lifetime. The only barrier is the thought the union cannot be done.
Negative thinking is the cloud or smog covering the Truth of your being—which is, of
course, that you are one with God, the Universe, All-That-Is, I-AM-THAT-I-AM, or
whatever word you choose. Of course, no word can express the indescribable Source, as
you already know.
As for the lectures you received many Earth years ago in 1985 and 1986—these are but
an inkling of what is in store for you and for others who seek first the Kingdom of
Heaven, who love God with all their hearts. You saw great centers of learning beyond the
veil with many earnest and joyful souls in attendance. This participation in these centers
is a happy option for those who wish to accelerate their spiritual evolution. But—also as
you know—there is always a “happy ending” to each soul’s story regardless of choices
made: union with the All-in-All. In fact you have never really left the Center of Being but
are (by your own choosing) on a temporary adventure to experience many, many things.
Being is experiencing. [That is, God is experiencing through humans.]
To have this experience, the illusion of separation and, ultimately, the return or
homecoming is necessary. The “projection screen” of your many lifetimes—the record of
all of them is safely stored in your soul—serves to enhance and intensify the yearning for
and joy of reunion with God (we use this term God because it is familiar to you). All of
your adventures (lifetimes) may be reviewed for the benefit of your soul and its
evolution. These reviews may happen while you are in this lifetime or later when you
pass into the next realm.
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As for your mission, it has been chosen by you in advance of this lifetime and may be
molded in any way you see fit. There is no one judging you or measuring your progress.
You will never be judged—again, you already know this in you heart, even if it does not
fit the patterns of your erroneous thoughts or religious training. If you choose to change
course—which is done all the time by many (perhaps most) human beings—we, the
angels of God, will serve you by helping you attain the highest and best outcomes. We
serve you always. Have you not read, “I have sent you nothing but angels”? [See
Walsch’s Conversations with God.]
Let go of feelings of unworthiness. Such feelings come from identification with the egopersona. The ego is not an “enemy” but should be a servant of your soul. There is no need
to punish your ego (how would you do that, anyway?) or to lose it—which would be like
losing you physical body! All that is needed is to pay attention, day by day, moment by
moment. Of course, to pay attention, you must be awake—that is, aware—and mindful of
the moment, that is, mindful of the Eternal Now in which the moment is perpetually
occurring. You and others will become more and more adept at this until balance to your
psyches is restored.
No great monastic retreat is required. No long hours sitting in meditation. Just continuous
mindful living. The feeling of it, or the sense of it, is like what you are experiencing now
at this moment of the channeling session. Of course, not everything needs to be recorded
as you are doing now. You would never have time to eat or sleep—or to play golf! The
recording of what you sense and hear in the center of your mind-consciousness can
replace the “vain imaginings” and unending chatter of your ego-persona. {Really?!}
Look charitably on your ego-persona, as you would someone who is unaware that all of
this Earth lifetime is a construct for your soul’s benefit. Be tolerant of the silliness and
incessant meanderings of your brain. Just listen to your Inner Voice, as you are doing
now, and the ego voice will become quiet and lapse into respectful silence. You are right:
Your ego is the servant of your Soul.
...
The great halls of learning on our side of the veil that you have seen in nocturnal lectures
(as you call them) had many large and beautiful pillars. Each pillar is a course of learning
in itself. Some pillars of learning expand what you know and have experienced about
science. Others expand your understanding of the interaction between beings—not just
humans but all beings across all time and space. Some pillars lead you to a greater
spiritual knowledge of what you call metaphysics. You will learn a new way of speaking
of such matters, when you arrive and “enroll.” And, of course, there is art and music and
many wonderful creative understandings to absorb. There is also great fellowship to be
enjoyed.
...
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Practice daily speaking from your heart to all the people you meet. Not everything will be
profound or earthshaking. Let go of judging what you have to give and just give to others.
Follow your guidance and your heart and the Spirit-Within you. Seemingly small things,
such as incidental communications, can be of great value and have a positive impact far
beyond their apparent value. Humility is the key. Give what you have to offer, love
yourSelf, let go of attachment to outcomes and of expectations, go in peace.
[Note: Because of the way the term “yourSelf” comes through in and is used throughout channeling sessions, I think
the word refers one’s Higher Self, not to the “little self” (egoic self) commonly referred to as “yourself.” ]

2008-06-18

The Inner Light
Effort is of no avail. Focus (that is, paying attention) is what is needed. All who seek
enlightenment outside themselves are misled or misunderstand the way of the Universe.
For each person and indeed each being and everything that is manifest, has within the
Light of what you call God. So, all are already enlightened.
However, life practices and the teaching of elders, parents, and others encourage the
development—the creation and enhancement—of masks which hide the Inner Light. This
is part of the human adventure on Earth and there is no condemnation here, only
compassion and patience until the “Aha!” experience, which may happen at any time or
in other lifetime adventures or somewhere else in Eternity. Have you not said, “No one
remains ignorant forever”? And so it is.
Teaching and learning are one in the same. Together they are what you might call
revelation. The revealing, or uncovering, is part of the Divine Game of hide-and-seek. In
uncovering humankind’s true nature, all find themselves rejoicing and laughing joyfully.
As with parents playing peek-a-boo with their babies, so God plays peek-a-boo with
Itself—through all time and space and existence. Therefore, do not judge or disparage
others or the circumstances in which you find yourselves. Ultimately, it will all work out.
All is well, indeed.
2008-09-08

Some words about Love
Tonight we have some more words about Love.
The Source [God] is Love. That is all there is: Love. To be Love’s Warrior you must
“relentlessly choose Love” and serve Love always. The role of Love’s warrior is not to
make war but to create peace and harmony and compassion. Every step in life contains a
choice, an opportunity to choose Love. Every day, every step. Before acting or
responding, give yourself that split second to consciously choose Love. Ask: “What
would Love do now?”
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Love cannot be put into words. There is no way to grasp Love with your intellect. It is
and always has been for all humankind a matter of the heart and of experiencing Love
from within.
“What would Love do now?”
Sometimes the answer will be surprising and unexpected. But always it will be a step—or
many steps—closer to the Light of the Source. Be patient and faithful. And kind to
others.
2007-10-07

Spirit form
We in spirit form can be “in two places at once.” This is something that cannot be
accurately expressed in three dimensional Earth terms. But this ability explains how
Master Jesus, the Christed One, can serve and heal many, many simultaneously. Elwood
Babbitt can set aside his ego self and be a clear and powerful open channel. This ability is
related to being in two places at once. It has to do with a concept very difficult to express
in Earth terms, even with your vocabulary and your “tool box” of concepts and
understandings.
[This concept seems to have to do with ubiquity of the Spirit of God.]
2008-08-11

“Golf lesson”
The experience today on the golf course holds many lessons for you. First, there is the
lesson of blessing the ones you played with, their discourteous behavior notwithstanding,
and looking upon them with love and compassion. Their thoughtlessness was annoying to
you—but how touchingly human it was. And you have also behaved thoughtlessly many
times in the past, have you not? {Ah yes.} So, looking upon them with respect (for the
Spirit within them) and compassion was your opportunity, was it not?
A second lesson has to do with not giving up on the round of golf, although you were
very tempted to do so. The start of the game seemed to hold every possible problem and
error you have ever experienced in the game. And then you focused on the score—when
you know the game is not about the score, just as life is not about fame or fortune or
possessions or accumulated knowledge. In the end of the round, the score turned out to be
less of a concern than when you were struggling in the first part of the round.
Another lesson has to do with knowing in the moment that you were somehow out of
touch. Asking what you were doing “wrong” was the “wrong” question. Relaxing into the
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moment was the lesson. Into the moment, regardless of errors and misfortune (bad
breaks), regardless of the thoughtlessness of your companions.
Also, your ego self was panicking and worried about the outcome of the round, was it
not? But the ego’s purpose, or, role, was to facilitate pleasant interaction with your
companions, not to fret about the outcome of the game or about how others would view
your score. Bless your “lower mind,” your ego self, for its service and remind it that all is
well and that your heart is in charge.
The annoying behaviors of the ones you played with continued right up until the last putt.
This was another opportunity to bless your companions (one in particular) with Light and
Love. You may do so now, if you wish.
{I do wish.}
Another lesson: The others were having fun, exuberant fun! You had an opportunity to
also have fun. Did you?
{Not particularly.}
And so, you forgot the primary lesson of joy! Herein lies your assignment for the rest of
the month of August—a most propitious month indeed—to get in touch with and stay in
touch with your joy. . . .
You are slipping into self reproach, as this communication continues. Of course, you
know that is of no value. Learn the lessons of the day. Start again tomorrow with joy.
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2008-08-14

Consciousness and the rhythms of life
Some days are characterized as “ordinary.” The development of humankind, or of an
individual human, cannot be accelerated beyond the free will capacity or choice to
expand consciousness. This would violate the laws of the Universe.
This does not mean, however, that ordinary days (so called) are without opportunities to
learn and grow and expand awareness. There are rhythms and tides of energy throughout
the Universe (all universes) that may be ridden successfully by the aware consciousness
surfer. This may sound strange but we only use the words and concepts and learnings
available to us through the channel—and gratefully so.
So, consciousness expands more at some times and less at other times. There is no need
to fret about this or to judge one time or condition as better than another. The more
relaxed one is, the better this natural ebbing and flowing can serve the soul’s evolution.
The physical model for this may be felt at the ocean side, or by a stream or river, or in a
quiet dell, or in the desert with its sometimes subtle breezes and sometimes fierce
windstorms. All have a natural rhythm.
The closer one can get to sensing and living with the natural rhythms of life, the smoother
will be one’s expansion and evolution. This is why we (and many others of this side of
the veil) recommend communing with Nature and dwelling quietly with natural
surroundings, such as rocks and trees and, especially, flowing water.
However, even cities can offer some natural rhythms. And cities have trees and birds and
weather cycles, including refreshing rains.
The important lesson is to listen and to pay attention to life in (yes, in) and around you.
Much may be learned in one’s own “backyard.”
Relax more. Relax into Life and into Life’s rhythms and patterns. Find the flow that fits
and relax into it. Follow, as it is said, the “watercourse way.” This may be done even in a
dry desert. The flow and the rhythms of Life are everywhere.
2008-08-14

Living in the NOW
Humility is required. “To be humble is not to make comparisons.” [Dag Hammarskjold]
When you live in the moment, in the NOW, there is nothing to compare, for each NOW
is sacred and unique, irrespective of the tricks of the mind, such as the illusions of
boredom and of past and future.
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Blesséd are they who can simply be quiet. They attend the doorway to peace.
You have done no wrong. Let go of guilt and shame and the unneeded suffering you
cause yourself. Simply love the moment, the NOW, and those you find in it. Guilt, as we
have said, is a great waste of Life energy.
2008-09-18

Simplicity vs. New Age thinking
{I am confused about all the purported “ascended masters” and supposed reincarnations
of the one who was Jesus of Nazareth and about this overwhelming glut of New Age
“spiritual” information—much of it “channeled.” Please help me out.}
The time has come for each human being to acknowledge the Christ Within them and to
follow the guidance and wisdom (that is, for their individual lives) from the Spirit within.
Your approach (not task) is to follow the simple way, or, path of the heart. Do not fret
about all these others and what they are doing or saying or not doing or not saying. . . .
Follow the simple path, the path of the heart.
This means . . . your intellect may have its adventures but it is not in charge of anything.
It is the servant of your soul and designed to function at its highest and best under the
guidance of and at the direction of the Spirit. . . .
You may not be popular with some of your new friends [New Age thinkers] if you doubt
aloud the purpose and wisdom of spending time and attention on these various entities
[for example, extraterrestrials or alien space ships]. So, to enjoy fellowship without
confrontation, ask polite questions to learn and to gain information but refrain from
commenting unless so guided by the God-Within you.
What does it matter who Jesus was or now is? What does it matter what the dead writings
of old (or even of more recent times) say? What does it matter if there are space ships and
so-called aliens? All of these issues and much more are outside distractions from
following the God-Within.
Even what you record here, while it may be immediately helpful to you and eventually to
others, is done in passing as a product along the way of this lifetime’s journey. When the
Buddha held up the flower without saying a word he, in fact, “said” it all! [No lecture, no
book was required.]
Simplify, simplify, simplify your thinking! There is no need to take on so much heaviness
of learnings and sayings and disciplines!
{After a quick reread of some prior channeling, this session resumed. …}
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Think about this: If you have a relaxed and alert mind (remember Krishnamurti?), there is
no need for practices taught by others or for psychic readings from others or for formal
spiritual or religious structures. You will find many, many marvelous creations in this
and other universes—all in flux, even as Truth is always changing yet is ever changeless.
...
We are not advising you to avoid learning new things or exploring new ideas. Just
remember your final authority is the God-Within. All of your learning and exploring and
experiences have provided excellent tools for writing and for channeling and for helping
others.
But try this: Meet the moment. Meet it with a relaxed and alert attitude. Meet it without
fear or judgment or attachment. When learning something new (such as new way to be in
the universe!), focus on the process, not on the results. You are missing much of what life
on Earth in this lifetime offers when you establish rules and structures and insist on
expected outcomes.
...
The more you trust the God-Within, the easier life will become. The less you will punish
yourself for not being what you think you should be. Try it. Take a “test drive” by
trusting God for a whole day. If that proves to be too difficult, make it an hour or two.
You have already done this. We encourage you to do even more.
2008-09-21

Co-creators with God
You humans have been and are co-creators with God in manifesting your lives on Earth.
What a Great Partner you have! You need no outside authorities to tell you what to do or
think or feel or that you are or are not on the right path. God is your Path. You know this.
Follow it!
2008-09-21

The dream state
You are wondering about your dreams and the quality of your sleep.
{Yes.}
“Part” of you “leaves” your body and joins us or others for your benefit, comfort,
learning, planning. Some would say the part that leaves is your soul but that is not the
case. There really is no leaving but merely a shift in dimension. Your soul maintains your
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body for purposes of your continued incarnation. The soul is always connected to the
Spirit-Within, your Higher Self and that eternal aspect of you.
Not all of this is explainable in your words or concepts, not because you are wanting or
deficient or not attempting to understand, but because you cannot experience what we are
describing through the mechanisms of your physical incarnation. At the spirit level,
however, what we are saying is clear to you, is understood and is quite ordinary.
2009-01-12

Angels
{I am interested in angels. What would you like to tell me about them?}
They are beings of Light and their historical appearances in form are for the benefit of
those humans who see them. There are more angels than can be counted, than can be
imagined by the human mind. They are servants of God and of other beings, such as
human beings, and they rejoice in their service to others. They never impose on the free
will of sentient beings, yet they always are ready to assist or protect when choices are
made by humans.
2008-11-05

Being and doing
Being is Spirit. Doing work or action [karma] is the stuff of lifetimes. However, you
may, if you choose, experience being—your true state—any time in any lifetime,
including this one.
Follow your heart, quietly, without fanfare or announcements. Observe, consider, enjoy.
All without judgment or attachment. Great peace is yours now.
The part of your brain that seems to randomly generate unwanted thoughts is of no
consequence. It has another prosaic purpose: everyday chores. Use it for that. Ignore the
rest, ignore its gratuitous thoughts. It means well enough. But it is frequently on
“autopilot.” [Does “part” refer to the egoic self?]
2008-12-15

Moving through “time-spaces and dimensions”
There are ways to move through and around in the entireness {?} of All-That-Is. Jesus
mastered this ability. Others have, too, including some nonhuman beings. The
relationship between what you call mind and matter, when fully understood, allows the
understander to move freely in and out of various time-spaces and dimensions, or,
realities. Simple examples of comparable moves in an Earth lifetime include joining in
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and dwelling in and using “mythic reality” (as you call it) and “clairvoyant reality” (not a
proper label, as you have learned).
2009-01-13

Everyone’s life lessons
You may choose to be kind, for you have already chosen kindheartedness as a beacon and
a value. But it is not kind to keep others from their life lessons and their opportunities for
growing stronger, for increasing their frequencies, by trying to do their thinking and
choosing and acting for them. Even with children, the kind and compassion way is to
lead them to their choices and to their talents and to their strengths—if in fact you are a
teacher to the little ones. Remember, their souls are great and the Spirit in them is great.
All human beings have the power of the Great Spirit within them.
2009-01-15

Judging
It would be wise to stop judging yourself and your life. There are no “shoulds” for you to
perform. There are experiences to be had and Light to be shined in, through and on your
lifetime. But there is no judgment. Not now, not ever.
{We are raised on “judgment soup”!}
We understand. So, by letting go of judgment of yourself, you may then let go of judging
others. There is no need for judgment—but there is much to do if humankind desires to
become enlightened, to make the shift in consciousness so often talked about nowadays.
Why waste energy, precious life force, on judging each other, on focusing on distinctions
and differences and then judging them—usually as inferior or wrong or abnormal or evil?
It is inefficient!
But, of course, nothing is every lost or wasted, only experienced and transmuted. Still,
focus on where you humans wish to go and put your attention and energy there. If you
desire peace, then choose peace and manifest peace from within, by intentions and then
thoughts and then feelings and then actions.
An individual human may be seen as a microcosm of all humanity. For example, the
battle described in the Bhagavad Gita is really the battle of inner conflict. And, likewise,
when peace within is attained it will be reflected outward in your lives just as inner
battles and struggles are reflected outward.
You personally pay attention to the drama of the Second World War because of when
you were born into this lifetime. Those who played out the drama of that war did so as a
gift to humanity. Sooner or later, the drama of war will become unnecessary. Human
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consciousness will shift sufficiently into the Light and balance will be attained, along
with the manifestation of peace.
2009-01-16

Courage
Courage comes in many forms. It need not be world-shaking. Day-to-day courage can be
as important and have as great an impact as dramatic of-the-moment courage. Some
courage is quiet and unseen, some plain for all to see. One cannot know what inner
challenges others face in exercising their courage—and sometimes not all of the external
factors are apparent or ever known. Other people make of acts of courage what they will
but in the final analysis it is the individual person’s experience of courage that is
important, the adventure of their Soul Journey.
...
Quiet, private courage can be as exhilarating as battlefield courage. It is not necessary to
go to war to experience and expand your courage. Just live your life. Incarnating itself is
an act of courage!
The poignancy that often accompanies the experience of courage is inherent in the
experience itself, that is, life and death, success and failure, victory and defeat all are
included in the experience of courage. In some situations, great courage is experienced in
failure, defeat and death. Of course, you know these are all polarities of lifetimes in the
third dimension and are not to be seen as eternal states.
So, when your little ones have their experiences, say, of defeat by losing a game, you
have the perfect opportunity to help them experience courage. This may not be easy in
the face of cultural norms where winners are lauded and losers are shamed. Nevertheless,
the opportunity is there. If parents and other adults follow their Inner Guidance from the
Spirit within, they will know what to say and do to raise up their little ones.
2009-02-07

Communicating with words
{. . . What about “speaking in tongues”? What can or does this mean?}
This is largely misunderstood. All human beings (as well as other beings) are connected
to the Source, which is the center of their beings. Words are used but they are not the
highest form for communicating. The most pure of communication is done with or
through vibrations.
When you spoke to your dear friend about each person having a unique “name” in the
form of a vibration, you were correct, as was she in saying it is the “calling out” of this
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name [vibration] that brings you forth from the Virtual Realm. In their efforts to
somehow translate the messages they get from Spirit, people try speak words (forms) to
represent what they are receiving. As you have experienced, the truest communication
from Spirit is ineffable—it is felt rather than spoken.
But do not look down upon anyone’s attempt to express the energy flowing through them
from this side of the veil or from their Inner Voice. Sooner or later, humankind will learn
it is unnecessary to use words, to make this effort. Sooner or later, humankind will
communicate almost exclusively without words. {?!} But do not worry, poets will still be
among you and will be even more welcome.
2009-03-10

Near death experience
{. . . What do you have to say about Mellen-Thomas Benedict’s near death experience?}
You may go there, if you wish, that is, go into the Light. Anyone may. Remember your
vision of your own life path, how at the end you dive into the Light? It is not necessary to
wait for physical death to have the experience of dwelling in the Light. It may be done
daily, if you choose.
[Note: For more on Mellen-Thomas Benedict’s extraordinary near death experience and the inspiring insights he
brought back from the other side, go on the Internet to http://www.subtleenergies.com/ormus/tw/mtb-nde.htm.]

2009-03-22

Multiple dimensions
There are many and various multiple dimensions. Each dimension reaches out to infinity
and also intersects with other dimensions from this and other universes. These
intersections create what may be called disturbances in the natures of the realities within
the dimensions. Issuing from these disturbances are multiple realities, all shaped and
molded by those participating in them. Thus, the thought forms of participants shape the
natures of the realities. Those participants who are consciously creating their realties—
and they may participate in more than one reality at a time, in fact, many at a time—
produce specifically desired results, while those who are less conscious or even
unconscious of their creative thought forms wrongly think something “out there” is
shaping their destinies, their worlds, their events.
To those who have intercourse—we mean interaction—with “aliens,” they perceive the
aliens as being “other” and not of the same Spirit which is the Source of All-That-Is. But
there are no aliens in the greater existence of that which is manifest. Even the unmanifest,
the yet-to-be-called contains no aliens. The term alien is a linguistic convenience
although incorrect.
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{What about the Collier [Andromeda “contactee”] information? What am I to make of it?
I really have no interest in pursuing and learning all the subtleties of his universe!}
Focus on the Light. Put your attention on and your trust in the Spirit within. God is Light
and Life and Love. Know this in your heart. Then you may meet whatever comes with
peace and compassion.
{Collier’s descriptions conjure fear.}
Focus on the Light. There are Angels of Light. They are available 24/7 to guide, help,
protect. You are not alone. No one is alone. Humankind is loved and cherished and
protected. We cannot override choice, free will. Hence, you humans get yourselves into
“jams.” {To put it mildly!} The “upward” direction of the Life Force is continually
raising the consciousness of humankind, increasing the frequency of humankind.
Do not spend time being afraid of anything, least of all information from a fellow human
being about his encounters with non-human beings.
You will receive more light about the human situation and about those who have gone
before, those who have contributed to the “platform” you are on now. Your role is to
open your heart to the Light—to open your heart so the Light shines forth. It is of no
value to make comparisons between human experiences. Each person’s life experience is
of itself important and contributory.
{More about other realities or dimensions, please.}
You are designed to participate in many realities. As the writer [LeShan] says, each mode
of reality has its own set of rules, that is, is constructed according to a unique set of
principles. The most effective participation comes from understanding those principles
and using them to flow within that particular reality. . . .
{And malevolent beings?}
As with any and all who choose that path, those behaviors. They have their karma—the
consequences or outcomes of their actions—to deal with. It make take a long time (of
course, there is no time in the way you just thought of it) for them to rectify their
thinking. But that is not your concern.
We wish to emphasize the importance of being yourself, of living your life as who you
are. This does and will contribute more than anything you can do or acquire in this
lifetime. . . .
Contentment comes from accepting where you are now in the evolution of your soul and
of the universe you are dwelling in.
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2009-03-27

Uncountable angels
{Did I understand correctly that there is an uncountable number of angels? That there are
many angels for each human?}
You are correct. However, being aware of angelic protectors and helpers is not
commonplace. Most people are not.
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Humankind

Introduction. The channeled information received about humankind is generally positive
but observations about humankind’s choices may seem uncomfortably on point. Some
sessions include references to a shift in human consciousness—either already started or
very close to starting—that will usher in a new Earth or, at least, a new way of being on
Earth. Occasionally, some material seems to refer to the much-discussed changes
predicted to occur at a significant juncture of particular mythical significance in the
Mayan calendar, that is, the day of the Winter solstice in 2012.
2006-12-31

{Is peace on Earth possible?}
All things are possible—but that’s not your concern. Do what you need to do to promote
peace and love on Earth. The rest will take care of itself. And don’t take it so seriously. It
will all work out—in the “long run.” There’s an eternity for making peace. All beings
will “arrive,” eventually.
2007-09-21

Peace is to be experienced individual by individual. How could it be otherwise? There is
no great blanket of peace to be spread over humankind as if covering a baby in a crib.
Each human must experience peace himself or herself for there to be peace on Earth. But
do not despair. Just one person experiencing inner peace makes a big difference and helps
to accelerate the spiritual evolution of humankind. Do not focus on the negativity dished
out daily by the media and, indeed, by others around you. This only saps Life Energy and
wastes precious consciousness (attention).
Peace is a personal matter. It begins and ends with each person. But peaceful people may
link up to create great and powerful circles of Love in the world. It does not take many to
make a huge difference. Faith the size of a mustard seed. . . .
2007-10-20

{You called me?}
...
You do not have to do anything. You are sovereign in your life and, what is more, you
will not be judged or punished or harmed in any way. A child of God—and you are a
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child of God—is like the Parent. There will be no judgment day nor any cataclysm—that
is, there will be no cataclysm humankind does not create (yes, create) for itself.
Other beings have done much better and some have done much worse than human
beings—but all beings eventually come home to God. There is no hell—except for the
hellishness created by humankind. Lovingkindness is needed. It starts with you—but
don’t take this as a command to go on a crusade!—as it does with each and every sentient
being. (Research later, please.)
...
Close now, if you wish.
{Thank you.}
2008-06-28

[The new source? See 2008-06-14 on page 32.]
The ways of the world, as it is now, are fading. Soon there will be a new way, a new
relationship between human beings and between humans and the rest of life in the world.
The fear driving the greedy [!?] media and those in power who use the media will be seen
for what it is. So, times are changing.
The choice you have heard about from various sources . . . will be plain—and simple.
Choosing Love and forgiveness will be easy for many but very difficult for many more.
All people—we repeat, all—are to be viewed with compassion. No one will be superior
to another because of the choices they made. Those in the Light will support those living
in fear by providing positive, uplifting thoughts and prayers. But they will not “go into
the darkness” to rescue them.
The end of the world is not at hand. The beginning of a new way of seeing, knowing and
being is at hand. Thoughts of superiority have no place in the time to come. Remember
the rhetorical question: How can something be superior to itself? [See Conversations with
God by Walsch.] We are all One, including those of us in this dimension who
communicate with you and others even now. There is only God.
As a practical matter, you and your friends will continue to live your lives as usual on the
“outside” while undergoing transformation on the “inside.” Really, the transformation is
simply revealing (or, choosing to reveal) the Truth Within, the Eternal Light Within, the
God Within. “What a day of rejoicing that will be!” [From an old hymn.]
...
Respect all. Never force beliefs or ideas on others. Respect is the keyword.
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Isn’t all this interesting to you?
Rest now.
{Thank you.}
2008-07-02

[Seemed like the usual unseen sources.]
The time is coming when humankind will start to communicate in a manner not
commonly used. It is part of the shift in human consciousness humankind is
experiencing. Many people have for eons used and even relied upon intuition (so-called)
but seldom have admitted to using it. This universal (if not so much used) ability will
become an everyday way of engaging others. Compassion and diplomacy will be
required, as well as stepping aside mentally, as in a martial art, to avoid unnecessary
conflict and confrontation. The ways of peace are not grounded in conflict and war but in
respect and compassion and reasoned and agreeable accommodation. There are, after all,
many paths.
Those on the national or world stage of politics and leadership will have to become more
and more honest with themselves and with others, such as with the representatives of
other nations, in order to achieve some of the more lofty goals of humankind.
Transparency will become a cornerstone of diplomacy and international dealings.
But, first, America must clean its own house, put its own house in order. That will start
very soon (in Earth time) with the coming elections, especially at the national level. The
politics of fear and hate must perforce subside before a renaissance can begin in America.
Great are your nation’s responsibilities. The unproductive ways of the recent past and of
recent (current) leadership must be set aside. Your nation can lead (along with others of
the same mind set) the transformation at the manifest level. First, inner transformation;
then, outward manifestation of the changed natures of human beings.
The Light has been there within you humans all along but covered by fear and its
children, greed and hate. More and more the Light will shine through. Let go of trying to
be important. Know that you each are important! Not in the ways of the world but in the
process of the shift in consciousness working its way through humankind even as you
record these words. Each and every soul is important.
Do not denigrate others. Bless them with your compassion and love them respectfully.
There are many “mansions” and many paths.
Each has her or his part, his or her contribution. Do not judge contributions by their size
or apparent impact. This cosmic “operation” is whole. And the whole is affected by the
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“parts.” All have value. All are God’s children. All have the Light within. Become as
little children, trusting, spontaneous and creative—and joyful!
...
“Happiness is doing my will,” that is, doing God’s will: the will of God Within you! Be
true to your Inner Nature, to your Higher Self, and all will be well indeed.
Love and forgive. Forgive and love.
2008-07-09

The cruelty of the world is passing, even though it does not appear so. The shift in human
consciousness will include some “masking” and a separation not easily explained at this
time through channeling but easily experienced later in the shift by those who choose
Love. Remember, there is no superiority. Those who remain caught up in fear are to be
blessed with . . . love and compassion—and respect, for they, too, are animated by the
Spirit Creator of All-That-Is.
...
The nagging doubt in the back of your mind is simply the legacy of your species, namely,
fear. Fear is deeply rooted in humankind but will be washed away not by sacrifice or
belief systems but by choosing to accept the God-Within and choosing to let the Inner
Light burst through the decaying crust that eons of fear have deposited over that which is
most beautiful indeed, humanity’s True Self, Higher Self, Christed Being.
No one can take away humanity’s heritage, which is, of course, the Kingdom of Heaven
(as it is sometimes called). As has been written [by Walsch in Conversations With God],
you cannot lose. What you refer to as “evil” is error, sometimes on a massive scale, and
ignorance that seems to completely mask the Light. But, dear child, the Light cannot be
hidden, cannot be defeated, cannot be denied.
The shift in human consciousness will be amazing indeed to all, both to those who choose
Love and to those who cling to fear. Do not worry, all will be well. . . .
Some will depart [become discarnate?] and some will stay. Either way, no one “falls out
of God’s hands.”
2008-07-11

You affirm daily your respect and compassion for others. This is exactly what is
needed—world wide! In respect and compassion are the fundamentals for peace,
harmony and the healing of the Earth.
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2008-07-16

Remember your friend . . . and her saying that God was all she needed—family and
friends were “icing on the cake.” Of course you may enjoy your life on Earth and all it
entails, including family and friends. But for “completion” [?] all you need is God.
Nor can you “fall out of God’s hands.” You already know this. You—all humans—are
ultimately safe, in spite of apparently frightening circumstances in the world and lessons
to be learned by humankind.
2008-07-19

Add self-forgiveness to the routine of daily spiritual cleansing. Let go of your anxiety
about future matters. Focus on NOW. This is where you will find your freedom and the
place from which you will work. Not the past, not the future.
Do not be afraid of anything. Be prudent in day-to-day affairs, such as driving your car,
but increase your trust of the Inner Light, The-Spirit-Within, more and more every day.
The sooner you learn to live moment by moment, the sooner you will have continuous
peace.
Your conversation with your friend . . . suggested to your mind not to worry and fret
about those whom you love. They, like you and all others, have their own destinies, their
own “contracts” with God. You cannot know at this moment who will and who will not
turn to the Light when the shift in human consciousness intensifies. But know that none
are ever lost and all eventually (in terms of Earth time) return to the Source of all that is.
Even now all is well as the human adventure continues.
2008-07-20

Personal wealth resides inside of one. The appreciation of that inner wealth is an
important ability to develop. It is as if the entire Universe resides in the inward space. As
you become more and more familiar with this inner universe, your sense of awe and,
simultaneously, your sense of power will grow. The popular word “awesome” used
nowadays to describe mundane everyday things and events—someone’s new clothes, for
example, or a new musical recording—will take on its original sense and meaning.
You cannot perceive the outer Universe rightly until you begin to see the inner universe,
also. The concept that life mirrors what is going on inside is true. So, when you cleanse
and purify your inner universe the outer takes on a new appearance. This principle will
become more clear as the intensity of the shift in human consciousness increases. Inner
universe cleansing will become the daily practice of those choosing Love so they may
continually let go of attachments that are holding them back from the full realization of
Who-They-Are.
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The practice is not violent (it does not violate one’s free will, for example) but is soft and
gentle and very, very persistent, as the waves of the ocean on beaches. It is not necessary
to use a formulated, memorized incantation to remove inner barriers to your freedom, to
your realization of your Godhood. Simple nonjudgmental paying attention will do nicely.
More and more humans will begin to depart from organized religion, perhaps with some
detours along the way. As long as fear is the motivator, humans will grasp at religions or
religion look-alikes. But substituting one formulized and structured (and, therefore, dead
belief system) for another is of little help except for the impetus of starting the process of
life changes. New Age incantations are no more efficacious than ones from ancient
religions.
This change away from traditional religions is not to be seen negatively but as just one
more of many signs that large numbers of humanity are yearning for the shift in human
consciousness to happen. Sometimes, people in their minds are not sure of what they
want or expect but the yearning is there in their hearts. And the Earth will change, indeed.
(We can see you are uncomfortable with this information, to some extent. All kinds of
personalities, including those introverted such as yours, and personal needs will be
accommodated with the shift. No one who chooses Love needs to fear a cataclysmic
upheaval. You will not be disappointed with the New Earth, as you sometimes fear. Even
“the least” (as it is said) will be cared for and accommodated.)
Economics will change but not in a negative way. Economics will become peaceful and
fair and supportive of everyone equally.
Much of what you wonder about will be revealed to you before the shift in human
consciousness intensifies [in 2012?] but living each day in the NOW will eliminate your
apprehension and concerns.
A new book coming your way will help raise your comfort level with upcoming change.
Still, the best comfort will come through your own meditations. . . .
2008-07-24

Your personal history contributes to your “disowning” your power—and the
circumstances in your family and work life, as well as in national and world politics,
cause you to be very cautious about having power and using power. But we are not
talking about power as the world understands it. We are referring to the power, the
personal power, of creation. In that sense, humans (the children of God) are like God.
The world you live in has been created by you and all others. Up to now, much of this
creation has been unconscious. The shift in human consciousness is bringing about
conscious creation.
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Just relaxing into trust of the Spirit within will begin the powerful process of creation,
conscious creation. Just paying attention to your thoughts and nurturing only those you
choose will add momentum. You remember your friend Eve Weir spoke about thoughts
being as real—more real, in fact—than the physical objects you see around you in your
three dimensional world. Thoughts: Therein lies your power.
[Note: For more on Eve Weir’s messages, see Appendix B.]

You are remembering the first channeled guidance you were consciously aware of:
“Never abuse your power.” You have always thought of that reference to power in terms
of the way the world sees power. But the reference was to your personal power of
thought. And you have experienced the uncomfortable effects of the abuse of the power
of your personal thoughts, have you not? {Oh my yes!} So, gently but continuously
monitoring your thoughts—dismissing negativity when it arises in your thoughts,
recycling that energy back into the Universe—will produce incredible (in your terms)
results.
We on this side of the veil understand this power on a moment-by-moment basis because
of our “instant” results. The order of time you are experiencing makes you think there is a
great time “gap” between thought and manifestation—that is an illusion. In fact, there are
also instant results in your order of time but manifestation into the physical happens only
with great emotional power and repetition, that is, cultivating and reinforcing thoughts.
That is changing, too, for what is incorrectly referred to as “instant karma” [instant cause
and effect] has arrived. That is, all creating through thought has sped up and there will be
less and less Earth time between thought and physical manifestation. This is true for all of
humankind. So, “good” and “bad” will manifest equally quickly.
You have read about spiritual time [in the Uriel Heals newsletter of October 29th, 2007].
This is the level of time you and other Light Workers [see the definition below] will be
experiencing and using more and more, as the shift in human consciousness intensifies. It
requires clarity of purpose and intention and also compassion. It is not goal oriented, as
are the many efforts of humankind. Spiritual time is Universe centered, that is, it is in
harmony with All-That-Is. So, the ever-evolving human adventure will be shifting not
only “higher” (that is, faster in vibration) but will also be more and more connected with
Eternity and the evolution of All-That-Is of which we all are a part.
[Note: Here is a definition of “Light Worker”: “. . . A light worker is determined by his or her mission. Light workers
share light and love around the globe with others. By sharing their light, light workers empower others toward their
own pattern shifts and spiritual enlightenment. Light workers, ultimately, seek to teach others that they each have their
own, special, spiritual energy. Light workers also show others that they are free to search and interconnect with the
cosmological life force energy inherent to us all. The focus of a light worker is to create heaven on earth through
manifesting Christ consciousness on the earth's plane.” http://www.freewebs.com/psychicmarie/index.htm]

The presentation of information about the shift in human consciousness should always be
couched in a positive, compassionate and calm manner. The shift is not fear-based. It is
Love based. By this you may test what you hear and read and see about the shift.
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All of this is much, much more simple than you now believe. You frequently ask for
simplicity. Truth in its essence is simple and the truth about the shift in human
consciousness is simple. It is a long anticipated and, by many, eagerly awaited lifting up
of humankind and the planet you call Earth. By keeping your daily practice clear and
simple, you will shift easily and joyfully. All is well.
2008-07-27

Let go of your fretting about the future. For example, the shift in human consciousness
and its consequences for humankind are of interest to you. You receive information from
many sources, including us, about this topic and other topics. Absorb it. Allow it to
simmer on the back burner of your mind. The information will all prove valuable but
should not be the cause of fear or of concern.
2008-07-31

The changes coming with the shift on Earth, including those changes in your life, are not
to be dreaded but are to be welcomed. Things are not as “serious” as you (and many
others) make them. All is well.
All will continue to be well. You know Who is in charge and Who is transforming the
Earth. God within each of you. If God is re-creating Earth, what is there to fear? And it is
happening in and through each of you human beings.
2008-08-10

Peace is possible. All who desire peace can contribute to and participate in peace on
Earth. The form will not be as expected but will reveal itself as the shift in human
consciousness intensifies. Great compassion is required by those who work for peace—
compassion for the ones who suffer under difficult circumstances brought on by
governments and by religious authorities. “Resist not evil” in this case means not to add
energy or contribute power to those people and forces you consider (to use an Earth term)
“evil.” (Remember that good and evil are just another of the many dualities of your
present Earth vibration . . . .)
There are none who are not deserving of God’s Love and Light. There are none who are
not endowed with the Spirit within. There are none who are not “children of God.” Let go
of all judgment and condemnation and disdain for others. All are worthy of your respect
and love and compassion.
Do not contribute to the “pool” of fear in the world. Instead, focus on the Light. Bless all.
Condemn none.
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2008-08-14

. . . your faith is that humankind need not destroy itself—this is certainly different than
the “news” that pounds the eyes and ears and hearts of people throughout the world,
thanks to the mass media. Yet people everywhere yearn for good news. And it is at hand,
seeping quietly and inexorably into human consciousness through people like you and
your friends all over the world!
2008-08-30

There are many changes coming and, for you to flow smoothly with them, you need to
spend more time in a relaxed but alert state of mind. Alert and nonattached.
...
There are some more surprises coming up in the political process in your country. Do not
be attached (or dismayed) but simply observe. Millions of Americans, both secretly and
openly, desire to contribute to the shift in human consciousness by realigning your
nation’s direction and purpose with more appropriate spiritual values. (This has nothing
to do with religions but with the consciousness of your people.)
2008-09-05

You need to relax and not worry (at all) about American or any other politics. The people
of the world will get an opportunity to choose enlightenment, regardless of governments
(elected or not). The shift in global consciousness is not about the power politics of the
past but about enough human beings [a critical mass?] choosing to follow the Light, that
is, the Light Within. So, save your life energy and direct it to matters more important than
elections. (Of course, we urge you to do your duty as a citizen. In that there is no harm.)
[Note: There may indeed be a turning point or “tipping point,” a point of critical or crucial mass, that when reached will
facilitate a significant shift in human consciousness. Proponents of the “hundredth monkey” idea seem convinced of it.
Whether this idea is just a popular New Age myth or a theory with some scientific basis is a matter of discussion. For a
variety of views on the “hundredth monkey” notion, go to the Internet: http://www.wowzone.com/monkey.htm or
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hundredth_Monkey or http://www.answers.com/topic/hundredth-monkey.]

...
We observe the human life energy expended on acquiring power over others through
various means. We also consider how that same energy could transform the Earth by
solving many critical problems, such as poverty, lack of global health care, ecological
threats. Think about it. All that energy spent in conflict instead of cooperation. Just take a
few moments to think about it. Consider it in your heart, also, for therein lies the answer,
not just for you personally but for all people who also look into their hearts about this
matter.
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. . . Not everyone will be coming. Not everyone will choose to join the shift of
consciousness [as is develops? or in 2012?]. Honor all and their choices. All will “arrive”
eventually, as you already know.
2008-09-08

The world is changing. From where you are, there seems to be more conflict, suffering
and decay. But from our point of view, we can see the shift in human consciousness
happening. Never mind statistics, silliness about “how many” or which “groups.” All will
eventually return to the Source, as you already know. The shift . . . is just beginning. How
exciting it is for us and for those on Earth awake enough to sense the shift and to prepare
for it and to participate in it.
Re-read our earlier messages to you. Before enlightenment: chopping wood and carrying
water. After enlightenment: chopping wood and carrying water. [A Zen saying.]
2008-09-16

The Puritan Ethic has caused much grief, including heart attacks and breakdowns of
various kinds, divorce and generally “bad” (that is, not beneficial) behavior, all in the
name of duty and duty to God.
There is no duty to God. There is only walking hand-in-hand with God and letting the
Light implanted in you shine forth.
“Letting things go,” for example, ignoring chores, is another source of guilt and shame
and feelings of inadequacy. What humans need to let go of is their fear-based scripts. We
understand this is not always easy. Guilt and fear have been “drummed into your dear
little ears” for eons. Nevertheless, this is the time in human history to turn to the Light
and let old things such as fear and guilt and shame pass away.
The joy of life is missing for most human beings. The constant focusing and refocusing
on need and on fear or on fill-in-the-blank robs humans of their great power—the creative
power of the Living God Within—and holds back their progress to a New Earth.
(Edit later, please.)
There is enough. There is more than enough. There is abundance for all, or, will be when
humans let go of greed (which comes from fear) and work for the benefit of each other in
loving service. Abundance is created first by thought. The first essential change needed is
to focus on the positive, loving ways many humans have demonstrated over the centuries.
You know who they are.
Your media feed on the negative as do starving dogs on a rotting carcass.
{These are strong words . . . !}
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We do not judge human behavior as “right” or “wrong” but only point out the futility of
it. If you continually feed yourselves—and your children!—on negativity, that is what
you will produce: negative results. This is nothing new to humankind for many, many
teachers and inspired leaders have been sent to you to point to a better way. Of course,
many, many of them have been forcibly returned to our plane by way of persecutions
ending in their physical deaths. But they remain whole and just as alive—in fact, more
alive—then do the humans who dispatched them to their early departures.
We wish to comfort you tonight by saying do not be disturbed by the outpouring of fear
and negativity and greed and hate you see. These purgings are required to bring about
The Choice before humankind. And all these eons of suffering and evolving to this
moment will not be in vain.
2008-09-26

You need to set aside your fears about the turmoil you see in your country and the world.
Pay attention, that is, be mindful of circumstances and of behaviors but do not become
attached to what you observe. Keep your focus on the evolution of your soul and on the
enlightenment of humankind. The economic turmoil in your country and in the world are
signs of adjustments necessary to restore some balance. The Earth herself will also make
some adjustments.
Use the political process as an exercise in sifting and winnowing truth from fiction. By
paying nonjudgmental attention, you may learn much about the state of the Earth at this
time and about the direction humankind is tending. None of this should be a cause for
alarm. Ultimately, the Light will prevail. As Americans choose a President, you will see
whether or not you are, as a people, ready to turn away from fear and greed and lack of
compassion for each other. That you do not know (at this moment) how the election
process will turn out makes the exercise all the more interesting—but not a cause for
concern.
2008-10-04

{A quiet day, a healing day. Perhaps tomorrow, too.}
Yes. All is well.
This evening we just wanted to chat, as you call it.
The politics and the economic banditry in your nation is one of the stirrings necessary to
wake humankind to a higher level of consciousness where greed and thoughtless
competition and slander are not needed—and are seen for what they are, Life wasters.
Citizens will rise up (not in an armed revolution) to clean up the system you live under
and, at the same time, begin to repair and heal international relations. Of course, we see
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humanity, not national boundaries. Differences among people can be celebrated and
studied and understood without war and without dehumanizing others who are not like
you or your group.
Edit later, please.
You are seeing now an increase in the half-truths and lies politicians and their followers
are telling about their opposition. From our perspective, there is only humankind and not
some special few who should be in charge of some others or all others. The lust for
power is very seductive, both in personal relationships and in public processes and
institutions.
{It seems as if these thoughts and words are coming from my conscious intellect and not
from my sources beyond the veil.}
Because in some matters we already think the same and see the same things. Is that so
unusual?
{I suppose not.}
{Pause.}
...
The patterns of lust for power and of greed and of lying that you are observing are an
ancient and familiar part of humankind’s past and present journey. Today, you felt hurt
when you heard the report of thievery of public money by large corporations in the
battleground of Iraq. {Yes, indeed!} But, remember, do not become attached to the
outcomes of humankind’s events surrounding you and spreading across Mother Earth.
Observe, bless and forgive, give thanks for the coming of the Light.
2008-10-05

The bitterness people experience in your political process—we mean in America—is or
can be self-perpetuating unless the pattern is broken by those who participate, including
those high up in the system. But the real power to break the old patterns and establish
new, more sensible and humane patterns lies with the people of America. Recent events
(including some political events) will raise the consciousness of many, many people.
They will no longer desire rancor and relentless competition. Instead, they will demand
fairness and justice and support for all citizens—and, eventually, support for everyone in
the world.
Times are changing. The shift in human consciousness is under way. Take heart!
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This is a time to maintain a sense of humor as well as compassion for all humanity,
including those who have abused and killed other humans, those who have looted
taxpayer monies, those who are vicious in their political ways. It is possible. Remember
the outcome is certain: The Light will prevail and Earth will shift and expand and come
into its own, a glorious future.
2008-10-12

Continue to focus on your journey and your desire for your Soul’s growth. Things like
the financial crisis and other events may be observed with detached interest but they are
not to be invested with your emotional and psychological energy. These events and
changes are all part of the shift in human consciousness. As you know, the shift has
begun and will gather momentum.
You seemed surprised that the multi-billionaire [George Soros in a television interview]
was so compassionate and aware of his responsibility to contribute to humankind. There
are many, many like him. Not all wealthy people are living in the darkness of selfishness
and greed. They, too, are helping with the shift, although they may not all see it that way.
2008-10-12

We observe you are succeeding in becoming more detached but at the same time more
observant of the political scene. This is an excellent exercise and will serve you well
many times in the rest of your life. Observe without judging, observe with compassion.
Act without attachment to the outcome. As the golfer [Moe Norman] said, with “alert
indifference.”
2008-10-25

Release all concerns and attachments to the outcomes of political processes. Simply do
your civic duty and bless all who have chosen to serve in difficult leadership positions.
Many of them are or can be inspirational.
2008-10-28

. . . And releasing judgment, especially including self-judgment, is very important. You
will find it difficult not to judge others as long as you continue to judge yourself. There is
no “great judge in the sky” waiting to bring down eternal wrath upon you—or anyone.
There is only Love and Life and blessings for you and humankind, when you all are
ready and able to receive them.
Do not fret over “wars and rumors of wars.” The tide has already turned. Humankind is
awakening to a new era, a new day of peace on Earth. It doesn’t seem so to you because
of the continual bombardment of the media with its mostly negative message.
Nevertheless, human consciousness is shifting and will shift even more in coming days
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and months and years. You will live (on Earth) to see much of the change in human
consciousness that has already started and which will grow.
Your nation, America, will finally learn to be cooperative and creative in its relations
with other nations and other peoples of the world. Some bitter medicine will come first,
however. As will many economic adjustments and changes to your nation’s new role in
the world. But America’s new role will be grand. And will honor Gandhi. [Through
nonviolence?]
2008-11-30

Release all guilt. Guilt wastes your life energy and is of no value. There is only what is.
Each makes of what is for himself or herself. Your thoughts create. The endless “energy”
(there is no word in your vocabulary for this force) is provided to all human beings every
day, every moment. Thoughts mold and direct this life force, this “energy,” which is
given freely to all. Co-creation is possible, too. The collective consciousness of a people
can form and make institutions, movements, wars and such. So, all people should be
thoughtful about, that is, should carefully consider, what is to be created by their
thoughts.
A trend in thinking (thought forms) can be changed—free will is a grand gift!—and there
is nothing preordained. Humankind’s destiny (so called) is humankind’s to create and, so
to speak, to fulfill.
There is no judgment, there is no condemnation. There is, however, guidance and
instruction for everyone, if anyone is willing to consider it and perhaps to act upon it. The
peoples of the Earth are coming upon a time of great change, a shift (as you call it) in the
collective consciousness of many humans now experiencing lifetimes on Earth. The shift
has been a long time coming, a long time in the creation—creation by the thoughts of
many, many now living and once living. Faith is required. Constantly believing in the
negativity spewed forth by dominant powers, including media powers, will not stop the
shift but only make it more difficult for many people to accept and participate in the shift.
2008-12-17

The world is changing. Many changes are happing at a fast pace. You are concerned
about humankind and the shift in human consciousness. You think things are bad and are
secretly afraid things are getting worse. But the “bad stuff” you and others are finally
seeing face-to-face are necessary purgings. It is as if they are the festering boils of human
civilization that need to be opened and exposed to the air in order to heal. The boil of
greed, the boil of exploitation of other humans, the boil of unfair and corrupt political
systems. The lancing of these boils is necessary to begin the healing process.
There will be scars from the healing process for a long time—to serve as reminders of
what didn’t work and what not to do. All of humanity is involved in this, not just
America. All of humanity is linked, part of a Greater Whole. What affects one affects all.
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As things speed up, it will become more and more apparent every day how humanity
must work together cooperatively to heal itself and the Earth.
You rightly see the pain of the starving children of Africa. The little one in your son’s
family [an adopted African orphan] will remind you always of the painful lives of those
in Africa and elsewhere in the world who are forgotten stepchildren of those in the world
who are more fortunate, who, in their good fortune, “tune out” the pain of others. But, as
you already know from prior contemplation, those who suffer and die perform a great
service to all the rest. Besides experiencing their individual destinies and soul journeys,
they provide stark examples to all who will see and hear—examples of what does not
work, such as exploitation and ignorance and disregard—and will help to turn others to
the Light and will help to soften hardened hearts.
2008-12-19

{I am concerned that you are not “here” and that nothing will “come through.” But I shall
wait.}
You have heard us say the ways of the world (as it now is) are passing.
{Yes.}
But you are dubious.
{Yes.}
There is a picture or point of view or perspective not available to you, right now, in this
lifetime. The veil between the incarnate and the discarnate has its purpose. It is better for
you to focus on your here-and-now and to attend to your own lifetime (incarnation) and
its joyful fulfillment. Also, if you rest in your heart of hearts you will sense that all is well
indeed with the Universe, external circumstances notwithstanding.
{Still, there are those in need.}
And they offer a wonderful opportunity to the rest who are not in need, an opportunity to
serve and to share and to lift up others. Nothing is ever wasted because the Universe is
(all universes are) ultimately in balance. So, the lives of those who suffer and who seem
to pass over too soon are not wasted by any means. First, there is their experience and
their Soul evolution. Then there is the example for teaching others, such as teaching
compassion and speaking up on behalf of those less fortunate and reaching out to serve
other human beings and the rest of God’s creatures and even the entire world.
{Seems like scant comfort to many, perhaps most, who suffer and witness suffering.}
“Suffering there is but none who suffer.”
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{I’ve never quite understood that Zen saying.}
Do not become attached. Attachment causes suffering all ’round.
{And if it is your child or loved one?}
Are not all children your children? Are not all of those created by the Great Spirit of the
same family? In this there is a great lesson for humankind—and humankind is beginning
to learn it. Be patient and continue your own personal journey.
“The least of these.” You know this saying? {Yes.} And so it is. All are created in the
Image. All are from the same Source. All are loved and cherished. In this is also a lesson
for humankind. [That is, there is no “least of these.”]
2008-12-31

On the surface, 2009 will seem to bring more of the same kinds of upheaval in the world
but underneath there will be an excellent realignment of energies [?] and of human
consciousness.
2009-01-01

Giving thanks for the Light and sending it around the world, engulfing the Earth with it,
will add to your contribution to world peace. There will be those who will not choose
peace or love but will, instead, follow their same patterns of fear and hate. This is their
choice. Bless and release! No one need go into the darkness of their world to rescue them.
It is impossible to rescue them. They each, one by one, must rescue themselves—just as
you and your friends are doing each day.
This is not to deny the pain and suffering they are experiencing. Pain and suffering come
from the Law of Cause and Effect. When they re-choose, when they choose to follow the
Light, their circumstances will change dramatically. Watch and learn. Do not despair. All
will come home to God eventually.
Beware of the traps of the intellect, the logic of “how things are” in the world. Bless and
release! Observe, bless and release. In this there is no harm.
2009-01-04

There will be an economic upturn in the first half of this year, unlikely as that seems to
you and your fellow citizens who absorb the mass media’s daily “news.” It will not be
earthshaking but will be a sign of a general economic shift. Nevertheless, world-wide
economic rebalancing is overdue and will continue for this year into next year.
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2009-02-03

All is well. Changes are coming for you and for the world. There is no need to be afraid.
There will be a leveling of the world’s and of America’s economic situation. . . . This
adjustment has been a long time in the making. Some humans, especially in America’s
financial centers and in the world markets, have been ignoring the plight of their fellow
human beings. They have taken and taken and not cared about the impacts of their
commercial ventures on the lives and economies of those who have less. This is now
changing.
Ironically, some of those leading the economic change will be billionaires and other very
rich and powerful people. Certain ones are in positions to help stabilize the world
economic situation and to begin to redress the grievances of the less well off. You will
recognize many of their names but there are many others who have quietly positioned
themselves to do this important work. The redress of grievances will also require a
consciousness shift on the part of those with political power.
You are dismayed by what you see as the bumbling of the new President and his people
and of the Congress. Observe, learn, bless but do not become attached. The changes
America and the world must go through are required to prepare for even greater changes
coming—what you call the shift in human consciousness. But first, humans must begin
attending to “the least of these.”
2009-02-14

Male children are far more fragile than the world—especially your culture—thinks. The
false ideas about females not being strong and males not being sensitive are still strongly
present in your culture and in other cultures around the world. So social programming
robs both girls and boys of important aspects of their humanity. Those who have
unmasked the falsity of these ideas in their own lives and experiences are in the best
position to help others of their gender find their fuller humanity. The damage that has
been done is beyond calculating. In a New Earth these false ideas will have no merit but
until human consciousness sufficiently shifts, it remains for those who know the pain of
the loss of part of themselves and who know the struggle to reclaim their full humanness
to help others find their fuller selves.
2009-01-17

There is no damage done to anyone in the long run, only experience. Even the greatest
tragedies of humankind are as stories being told where the teller of the stories, that is,
humankind, can at any moment change the endings and outcomes. Looking back on
human experience [from eternity?] an astonishing perspective will emerge: humanity is
making it all up! There are no rules about what adventures you may have. You choose.
Humankind creates its own laboratory of experience. The laboratory experiments include
great love stories and great horror stories. It is all experience that, in the long run,
expands humanity’s consciousness and evolution.
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2009-03-07

{I know—in my mind, at least—we humans are all one and the Spirit within me is the
same Spirit in all other people, in fact in everything in existence. Yet, the attack on Pearl
Harbor still troubles me. I know . . . the Japanese are fellow human beings and that what
transpired in the Second World War was what we humans did to ourselves. But the
atrocities of the war still trouble me. I am not so enlightened, apparently, as to be able not
to feel the pain of humanity from these terrible acts of violence—and not just these, but
the others of recent history and ancient history.
Friends, listen: To be human is to have a human heart. To have a human heart is to feel
not only glory and grace but also the pain and heartbreak.
If you have anything for me, I will appreciate knowing it.}
You are quite right about the human heart. By accepting a lifetime of incarnation you
accepted the human heart, indeed, the entire human condition. Some feel pain and joy
more deeply, more acutely than others. You have chosen this, your sensitive nature. It
may not seem like it, but it is a gift.
The Spirit has its many, many adventures, too many to count, and countless variations on
each adventure theme. God, as you call It, is Being experiencing. To tell you it all comes
out OK in the end would not be believable to your limited intellectual mind but your
spirit, that is, the Guiding Spirit in your heart knows this to be true. Your task, so to
speak, is to have your adventure, to create your life as you choose, within the limitations
you have voluntarily taken on.
Do you harbor hatred for the Japanese?
{Not at all. In fact, much of their culture and, especially, their art is greatly appreciated
and even loved—for example, haiku.}
You are reading about accepting your human contradictions. Pursue this reading further.
Accept the human condition you signed up for before entering this lifetime. Do not
disparage or judge or castigate human nature in yourself or in others. Reach for your
compassion, instead.
2009-04-21

All is well. The changes coming with the shift will be the end of many old ways of
humankind and the beginning of new ways, healthier ways, happier ways, kinder and
more evenly prosperous ways. The shell falls away and the seed emerges to be sheltered
in fertile ground and cherished and tended. So it will be with humankind during the
transition, during the shift. Earth will change and those in harmony with her spirit will
feel at home at last.
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2009-04-22

There are many disciplines, including the discipline of the quiet mind. The quiet mind is
found in the Still Point Center of your being. Herein is peace and certain refuge from the
woes of the world around you. The drama you behold is but a passing play with
humankind as the producers and also the actors. When you are caught up in the drama of
human events, fear may enter and focus can be lost. But when you come from your
Center, focusing on the Eternal Tao, you are able to observe, maintain calm, be
compassionate, and be patient, awaiting the ultimate outcome which is peace on Earth.
The events of the world are painted on a temporary canvas of this time and space but the
Eternal lies beneath. To experience the Eternal, you need only to quiet your mind and
dwell in the Still Point Center of your being. You have never lost what you call God. The
Divine Spirit is ever indwelling, ever present, ever loving and protective.
Even those who played their parts in the atrocities of human wars are safe and whole and
in enveloped in Eternal Love. Their message should be clear: It is not necessary to harm
one another. Instead it works better to love one another, irrespective of so-called racial
and ethnic origins.
You need not participate in the drama but you may still participate with love and
compassion in the human adventure. Comfort those who fear, bless those who strike out
in anger, nurture the little ones [children].
It is not what you accomplish or accumulate that matters but Who-You-Are. Contribute
by being Who-You-Are, God having the human experience of you. There are no rules or
standards on how to live [?] but you will find that living by Love will bring the greatest
satisfaction and blessings. Remember, blessings are not always what you can see and
touch, they may be mainly within. Give thanks and let Love lead the way.
2009-04-24

{“Man’s inhumanity to man” seems very true. Not just the concentration camps,
Apartheid, Hiroshima, the killing fields of Cambodia, the treatment of indigenous
peoples, including Native Americans—but everywhere we look, there is great harm done
to fellow humans. What say you about this or any other topic you have in mind?}
None are harmed. See what we told you two nights ago. The harm you see is part of the
Great Drama humankind has created and continues to create. {And I say be done with
it!} The experiences of humankind—what you see as negative experiences—are essential
to the spiritual evolution of all. Coming through the dark into the Light is the part of the
journey that brings compassion and wisdom and peace.
{We seem very far from those things.}
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Humankind is much closer to a breakthrough than you suspect. The shift, as you have
called it, is but part of the change humankind is experiencing and will experience. Just be
at peace yourself. Hold true to your Inner Self. Follow your own Light which is, of
course, the Great Light that we all know and have.
{OK. All of the drama is so overwhelming that I cannot but do as you suggest.}
You have heard “Love is the answer.” This is true because Love and Light and Life all
emanate from the Source of All-That-Is. Do your part. Just love. Be at peace and love
yourSelf and others. There are no requirements but this is the highest and best path. Take
it. Enjoy it. Love it.
All is well indeed.
2009-06-02

Humankind is amazing. The range of possibilities for humans is infinite. All that is
needed: create with the human imagination followed by thoughts then by actions. The
myths of “can’t” are being dissolved. Sooner or later, all of humankind will emerge from
the present dream into a new and sunlit day, a day of peace.
We are passing along tonight’s information to comfort your heart. Do not despair about
the conditions you observe in the world. In fact, train your mind and heart to observe life
on Earth differently, see it bathed in Love and Light. There is no need to add more energy
to the incorrect views of humankind and incorrect ideas of the destiny of humankind.
Place your thoughts and attention on what is possible, upon the Love and Light of the
Creator who loves humankind.
2009-06-27

You are correct in your assessment of humankind’s propensity towards self violence and
violence to nature and the environment. This posture has its roots in fear, which is a cry
for Love. Notice we did not say this propensity is because of the absence of Love, for
Love is never absent. The coming shift in human consciousness will tip the balance from
an attitude of fear towards an expression of Love. There will not be an overnight miracle
transforming humankind. Instead, there will be a palpable shift towards the Light and
Love of the Creator. There will be a new awareness in the hearts of many of the SpiritWithin them and of love for other humans and for all of the Earth’s inhabitants and for
Earth herself.
2009-07-08

All is well between us. Your recent doubt, albeit fleeting, about your sanity is not
unusual. Humankind trains each new generation in the illusions of separation and
isolation. Of course, there is no separation between the Creator Source and All-That-Is.
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But each human has to make the return trip Home through the illusion to find that out for
himself or herself.
The sense of isolation is useful for humans to drive them forward to create bonds, first
with the mother and then the father and then others of the biological family. The bonding
extends outward in a general progression but, for most humans, it becomes very tenuous
at the edges of tribes or nations. Few identify with all others in humankind or with AllThat-Is, which is the manifestation of the Source.
But times are changing. There have always been some, a few, who made the leap of
understanding to embrace all of humankind and all of life. Now as the shift approaches
and the Earth evolves to her next level of vibration, more and more people are
understanding the bigger picture and reaching out in one way or another to all fellow
humans and to all of life on Earth. Famous people, sports and entertainment icons, and
others are more and more reflecting the Reality of One World, One Universe.
Humankind is also stretching outward to other entities in other realms and universes, if
only on a small scale right now. Eventually, the idea of bonding with all Universes will
take over and then humans will evolve very rapidly. For now, just the coming shift in
human consciousness is a big step.
...
The illusion of isolation is very strong. Few human cultures encourage their children or
anyone else to hear voices or to follow the “still small voice” in their hearts. The
techniques of sifting and winnowing thoughts and feelings and emotions are seldom
taught. Most learn on their own in a haphazard and frequently painful way. Some who
fail to distinguish between leadings of the Spirit and other inclinations are incarcerated in
mental institutions until they are thoroughly disabused of any ideas . . . of “listening in”
to Spirit sources, as suggested in the [Ellen Meredith] book you so enjoyed.
2009-08-02

There is nothing to fear. The end of the world is not at hand. There is a shift in human
consciousness under way, however, and it will have some surprising effects on human
behavior and on the conditions of humankind.
2009-08-08

Words are as insubstantial as shadows. Human experience is far richer and deeper than
any words or art or music can express. So, when you are deeply moved by a sublime
work of art or music or poetry, know that the richness of it cannot begin to express the
depth or breadth of the connection you, as a human being, have with the Source of AllThat-Is. When you change form and are no longer bound by the restrictions of symbols
such as words, you will experience a sublimity beyond your present ability to
comprehend.
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All of this is as it should be. You are experiencing life in human form on Earth. As God
in the flesh, you humans are free to create and co-create the destinies of your Earth
lives—and you are free to create ways, through art, music, dance, poetry, literature and so
forth as you wish, to point to the unnamable Source. This process of creating, whether a
clay pot or a grand corporation or a nation, bespeaks humankind’s power as Children of
the Creator. The child inherits the qualities and characteristics of the parent!
So, whether or not you are conscious of your creativity, you are creating daily, moment
by moment, instant by instant. You humans create your own lives and you create your
shared reality. You create your misery and your incredible works of beauty. It is
inevitable. You are creators!
So it is that the expressions do not contain what they point to, just as the map is not the
territory, just as the body is not your eternal being, just as this universe is not the end-allbe-all. There is so much more for you to dis-cover and to re-create. This discovering and
creating goes on forever!
Words cannot contain IT. But that does not mean you should not use words to “remind”
others of IT, of the Source, of their Source. Create! Through words, art, sculpture, dance,
music, in whatever forms and in whatever ways suit you and fit your nature in this
lifetime!
All is well!
2009-08-16

There is nothing to fear. Many, many warnings [like Tom Kenyon’s] are coming through
to humankind at this time. Sometimes the form will not be comforting but, rest assured,
humankind can co-create bright new solutions to any difficulties that lie ahead. The key
is to remain centered in the Spirit within. All else is secondary.
2008-12-15

You will find the extraordinary in the ordinary. In truth, there is only the magnificent,
what you would call “awesome.” We are speaking of this universe and all other
universes. Within each element, that is, each thing that exists, is the center of the
universe. The center of the universe, as you suspected, is everywhere.
(If you can relax and have faith, tonight’s communication will go more smoothly for you.
Trust.)
The Grace of . . . the One you (most often) refer to as God, surrounds the smallest speck
of energy-matter (energy and matter shift back and forth, you know). Also, . . . God is at
the heart of every speck. So, there is nowhere God is not! Everything is connected by the
Grace of the Great Spirit. No one having your kind of life adventure [an Earth lifetime]
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can comprehend this—not with the human mind. But the joy and the almost
overwhelming awe of this may be experienced through the (edit later, please) . . . uniting
with the Spirit within through Silence. . . .
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Some words of advice
Introduction. When I quiet my mind and “listen in” to the Indwelling Spirit, I get
excellent counsel and advice to guide my personal affairs—as long as I seek sincerely
and listen attentively to what I receive. Below are some less personal selections of
channeled advice I thought might be helpful to others. Of course, you may pick and
choose and accept and reject, as desired.
2008-03-16

Pay attention. Observe without judgment or attachment. In this there is no harm and you
will expand your awareness in doing so.
2008-04-07

Remain open to other possibilities. Continue to be yourSelf. Let your own light shine.
The harsh words, even misrepresentations of others, are as nothing. Your “little self”
[egoic self] feels the stings but they are not pertinent to your spiritual goals and desires.
Press on with your life.
2008-06-22

Allow yourself to experience great love for others. You have had this in your heart all
along but, because of fear and shame, have hidden it away. No more. Simply allow the
flow of this love to pour out unfettered, unblocked into your world. Pay no attention to
naysayers or critics. Their opinions speak volumes about them and their inner states but
have nothing to do with you and your path and your love for others. So, practice love
daily, along with inner peace and the feeling of wholeness.
“It doesn’t matter” is a good theme to teach your egoic self. The pettiness in yourself you
dislike so much is simply the ego trying to help itself grow more secure. But, as you
know, the egoic self can never be secure in and of itself. Its only real security comes from
the ego serving your Soul and your mission (that is, your life choices). Once it the egoic
self is fully occupied serving God (your Higher Self or whatever term seems to work best
for you), your life will be calmer and more peaceful—we mean, of course, your inner
life. The world “out there” will have its turmoil and conflicts and doubts and fears.
Simply shield yourself. You know how already.
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2008-07-01

The anger you experienced today is part of the “left over stuff” to be processed (to be
freed) as you merge your human and spiritual sides. (You know, of course, there are no
“sides” to you or to any human being. The term “side” is used as a convenience for
communicating.)
2008-07-05

Rest and relaxation and recreation is very important now for all people focusing on
raising the consciousness of humankind—more than ever. These three are essential to
maintain balance. The “Puritan work ethic” and its associated guilt (for not continuously
working on something) is a negativity with dire consequences. The increase in fear and
diseases, the decrease in health, the widespread greed in your society are manifestations
of this ethic gone amok. Guilt is a waste of your energy, both psychic and physical.
2008-07-12

{About this matter of Love. . . . I need to better understand Love and its power and how
it works.}
Love just is. You have nothing to fear. You have only to let flow the Love in your heart.
Let it flow everywhere and to anyone and everyone. Have no expectations of ego
satisfying “returns” because there are none. The Fount you so love is the Source of
Love—and the Source is without end, without limit.
Sometimes the instrument [the body] is temporarily overwhelmed with the feeling that
arises when Love flows through. The feeling is nothing to be afraid of or to be concerned
about. All of the adventures of your life—are they not amazing?—may and should be
viewed with compassion and Love. There are no mistakes, only experiences you desired
to have in this lifetime.
Allow the experience you call “heartbreak.” In it lies the healing you desire and the
opening to your new life, the life you are entering even now. Do not be ashamed of your
tears. They are human and healing. If others are uncomfortable with your tears that is
their lesson to learn, their experience to understand.
Two major centers lie within your experience of heartbreak. The first comes from deep
within and has to do with your early-in-life erroneous acceptance of your supposed
unworthiness. This is why you often feel overwhelmed by acts of love and kindness
others express towards you. But, our child of God, you are worthy! Learning to accept the
gifts God has for you, the blessings of the Universe, the love and compassion of others,
this is an important and key experience for you right now. [A lesson in progress:
Receiving is as important as giving; they go together.]
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2008-07-14

Being in awe of others . . . does not serve you. Simply accept and enjoy and appreciate
and give thanks for their work and their gifts. Yours are no less important to the
Universe. Even a kind word spoken at the right time to the right person in need can shift
the Universe on its axis. Odious comparisons about gifts and contributions are to be
avoided.
2008-07-17

Healing, all healing, is from the inside, external factors and appearances notwithstanding.
The ethereal body {??} is created whole and has the vibrant Spirit sustaining it. The
manifestations in the third dimension are sculpted by the experience desired during a
lifetime. . . . Free will molds and changes physical manifestations for the sake of
experience, that is, for the sake of having desired experiences.
There is no right or wrong with respect to these experiences. There is just what is. All
will be set aside when this lifetime’s adventure is finished and the transition to life after
life is made. So, it is of great value to let go of that which appears in your third
dimension reality as pain and suffering before you pass from this lifetime. Why attempt
to carry excess baggage into the higher realm?
Finish your work on the emotional pain you carry so that you will be even freer to carry
out the joyful aspects of your new life which is unfolding even now. Love is the answer.
Love is always the answer. Feel the pain, go through it, and love.
2008-07-27

Relax even more than you have been. It will lighten and brighten your spirit and ease
your days considerably. “Working on yourself” is not necessary except to pay attention to
what the Universe is providing. Staying in the Now is the key.
§
Your way, your path, will become increasingly easy as you become more and more
transparent. You cannot go “wrong” by speaking the truth from your heart. Do not fret
over the effects of what you say and do—simply let love and compassion lead you. In
this there can be no harm.
2008-08-22

You cannot save another from his or her chosen “destiny.” Compassion does not include
sacrificing oneself for another—unless it is part of one’s Soul plan. Supporting those
whom you love with comfort and aid is not the same as taking their place. Give others . . .
the words of comfort the Holy Spirit within provides. Do this simply and with quiet
compassion.
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§
It is certainly OK (as you say) to read, study and learn more. Feeding the mind can be of
great value—but feeding the Inner Self is most important. This is not done through books
or discourse but through dwelling with the Spirit within, quietly, happily, calmly,
regularly.
2008-08-28

Let go of holding onto political outcomes. Perform your civic duties but no longer invest
in the angst and anxiety when things apparently don’t go your way. This is part of the
nonattachment discussed in the book [Tolle’s A New Earth]. The results of all political
processes and subsequent governments are reflections of the consciousness of the peoples
involved, even including so-called dictatorships. Ultimately, (go ahead, write) the
Congress of Souls is on a collective journey which leads back home to the bosom of the
Creator. Do not deny others their adventures. See to your own life.
{Do you chide me in this?}
We counsel you and advise you. You may choose and do as you wish—but
nonattachment to the outcomes of the adventures of others and to your own ego’s desires
is essential for a peaceful life. Inner peace comes from surrender—what you call
consent—not from struggling against the Universe and its laws.
2008-09-12

Press on with your life and accept what comes. Choose Love over and over and over
again. Always choose Love. In this there is no harm—it is the way to live this life of
yours on Earth.
The other things will work themselves out. Just be yourSelf, be Who-You-Are. It is your
“little self” [egoic self] who suffers sadness and disappointment. Caress it and love it and
bring it back into the fold of your life and personhood. Heal your “little self.”
[Note: For more about the healing of the self, investigate Dr. Roberto Assagioli’s approach to human development,
Psychosynthesis, defined as “a holistic transpersonal psychology and philosophy of life.” Psychosynthesis blends the
various personality “parts,” called subpersonalities, into a more cohesive self. It affirms “the spiritual dimension of the
person,” including the higher self which seen as “a source of wisdom, inspiration, unconditional love . . . .”
Internet: http://www.psychosynthesis-uk.com/ or http://www.aap-psychosynthesis.org/]
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2008-09-13

Self compassion is as important as compassion for others. And it comes first so you are
then able to show others compassion.
2008-09-15

Simplify your thinking and your practices. Your mind and sometimes your heart become
cluttered with too many modalities. In fact, you have the perfect modality for you already
in your heart. Review our communications. Simplify. Rejoice. Love!
2008-09-21

You have, little by little, drifted back into paralyzing complexity in your thinking. Recall
how many years it took for you to find your way out of the many dead ends your intellect
(that is, your “small” mind) created. We wish to pass along some helpful information.
First, there is nothing you need to do or must do. Not daily prayer, not meditation, not
charity—nothing. When you fully consent (to use your favorite word in this matter) to
following God’s will—we mean, of course, the guidance of the Spirit within—rules and
rites are unnecessary (in fact, they put up roadblocks).
You have read that your “task” is to awaken fully to Who-You-Are [for example, in
Tolle’s book, A New Earth] and then to recreate yourself over and over [for example, in
Walsch’s books], ever ascending towards the Light—that same Light that is within you.
You are going “home” but you have never really left home. You carry home with you
always, in your heart.
§
Do not fret about not healing the bird that died in your backyard—or about not being able
to do the things you imagine a Master could and would do. Do the task at hand, giving it
your full attention. Do it with love and grace—whatever it is. When you expect to work
what you define as miracles, you have interfered with the true manifestation of your Self.
The roots of those expectations are buried in judgment of yourself and of what you think
God needs or what God expects you to do. Remember, God does not have needs or
expectations. God is. So, let go of your mind’s ideas of your mission (as you call it) or
the idea of a mission at all {!?!}.
We recommended re-reading Consent [by Newton Dillaway] because of the powerful
message it has for you. Please continue reading. “Natural action” flows from consenting
to follow the Inner Voice and the guidance of the Spirit within.
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2008-09-29

Another word about self-judgment: It is a form of psychic poison. It corrodes your sense
of purpose and obscures your vision of the Truth as it is to be manifested in your life, this
lifetime on Earth. Of course you know its roots are in “odious comparisons” and in fear.
The Dillaway book: Relaxation and consent give rise to what he calls “natural action.”
We would call it righteous manifestation. But whatever you call it, follow the process and
relax more.
2008-10-12

However, you pollute your psyche, or, psychological self, with disturbing movies and
television shows. We understand you need to engage your brain, your intellect, but by
being more selective and being quicker to change to something less disruptive, or to turn
off television programs that “bring you down,” you can begin to ease the vague sense of
discomfort you feel from time to time.
...

2008-10-12

Let go of guilt! All guilt! Guilt wastes your life energy, as does shame, its “little sister.”
2008-10-15

All of God’s children are to be honored, from “right wing religious extremists” to atheists
to those deeply buried in “professional” religious lifestyles, such as priests and gurus and
monastics (remember, you were once a monastic yourself in another lifetime).
{I do not mean to be prideful.}
We are not judging you. Merely pointing out a “trap” that can deplete your life energy
and temporarily divert you from those things your want to do and enjoy. There is a
tendency . . . for some people to slip into a false and troublesome frame of reference of
superiority because of their insights and understandings.
{Of course I do not want this!}
We are your friends—what kind of friends would we be if we withheld our observations?
Especially this observation that can help you grow, evolve, become a wonderful Third
Dimension manifestation of Who-You-Are?
2008-10-19

Re-focus every day, if necessary, on inner peace and on choosing Love. Stay in touch
with us and spend more time in touch with the Inner Light. . . . Relationships in the
world come and go. Your relationship with the Eternal Spirit is for aye.
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2008-10-26

Follow your peaceful preferences. Do not curse your “mistakes” or judge yourself. Learn
the lesson, even if it be apparently small or simple, and move on.
2008-11-03

Let go of guilt. Guilt and shame are wastes of the wonderful Life energy given to you
fully and freely each moment, given without any strings attached to do (that is, create) as
you wish.
2008-11-05

Allow others to pursue their interests and lessons and opportunities. Cheer them on, if
you wish, while always remembering they must do it on their own, just as you have
followed your own life path. Of course, you have had help, just as they have help. Give
thanks and rejoice in your peaceful life.
§
Let go of railing about your physical conditions. Complaining, even if it’s only to
yourself, strengthens them unnecessarily. Bless your body, treat it well, give thanks for it.
Eschew complaining to others—and to yourself.
2008-11-22

Healing comes from forgiveness. Not because of the other person doing the healing but
because of ridding yourself of poisonous negativity. Forgiveness will happen eventually,
anyway, so why not cleanse yourself now and enjoy the benefits of clarity and calm?
There is no judgment from us in your not forgiving others—only the burden you bear of
the inner poison. No one is ever spiritually judged for anything (except by their own inner
judge) and, therefore, all are “forgiven” already! There is nothing to judge or forgive—
only lessons to learn or, put more precisely, experience to be had.
You struggle with the pain of what others seem to have done to you. Yet, you are
sovereign in your life, no one else. No one can define your universe, only you. You may
co-create circumstances and situations but how you experience them is always—and
only—up to you. How is it some experience what others see as devastating events or
circumstances and yet they—the supposed victims of calamity—not only cope but
emerge better than they were? By “better” we mean with their spirits and hearts expanded
and purified.
Choice. Every day, every moment is about choice. You choose how you will create your
experiences of this lifetime. Nothing is predestined. You have entered into this lifetime
with a plan to experience certain circumstances, events and relationships. Nevertheless,
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you choose, moment by moment, how you experience them and what you will learn and
take away from them in this lifetime.
This is why we and many others on this side of the veil advise against complaining.
Complaining reinforces that which you complain about—and complaining spreads
negativity to others and pollutes your environment, that is, your spiritual environment.
Complaining can be disguised in many ways, for example, as “describing what
happened” or what someone “did” to you, or, as justifying your actions or reactions, or,
as “explaining yourself” and your life. Complaining in all its various forms is to be
avoided as much as possible. Focus, instead, on peaceful preferences.
Peaceful preferences are aspects of the choices and decisions you make while in this
lifetime. You may not always get what you prefer but it is certainly healthier to express
and, as much as possible, to follow your peaceful preferences rather than complaining
about life.
2008-11-30

Remember: Others are dealing with their own life evolution, lessons, “trials and
tribulations.” Do not take any of the actions, attitudes or utterances of others personally.
Speak from your heart, slowly and simply. All will be well—all is well!
[Note: For more about not taking things personally, see The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom
by Don Miguel Ruiz.]
2009-01-24

You are not obliged to save the world. The world is in the process of saving itself. Just do
your quiet, everyday part.
2009-02-03

You do not need our approval—or anyone’s approval, including “God” (because you are
God, along with everyone and everything else!)—and you may, as you wish, just relax
and enjoy your life. There is no duty to do. The sooner you release yourself from the guilt
of what you perceive as your duty the sooner you will be free to create life as you wish,
including artistic endeavors.
2009-02-03

Love completely without attachment, without judgment. Just Love!
2009-03-18

Continue to balance your life and your outlook such that you will not react but will
encompass circumstances with compassion. Check your feelings before allowing your
emotions to express. . . . An important key is to continue to practice speaking from the
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heart always. With your heart as your guide, you will find the appropriate manner of
expression in all situations. The key is to trust the Spirit within in all that you say and do.
2009-03-27

If you wish to live guilt free, live only in the moment. Guilt requires connections with the
past or projections into the future. Guilt is a great waste of human resources, a waste of
the Life Force provided to all humans, each and every moment. It is of no value in the
larger scheme of spiritual evolution. When you follow the Light, moment by moment,
there is no guilt.
If you err, say so, make amends or, better, forgive yourself and all the circumstances,
which includes all others. There is no blame. There is only what is. Make of it what you
will—you are doing that any way—but make of it what you will consciously.
You fret about random and seemingly disturbing thoughts that pour through your brain.
You wish to control them. But you cannot. Control of the kind you seek is not possible.
But forgiveness and letting go is possible. You are human. You have a human brain. Do
not denigrate it. It is an excellent brain. Simply learn to live with your humanity! In this
there is no harm. It is the way to freedom. Judging oneself (or others) leads to
imprisonment, imprisonment of the mind. Let go of judging. Do not judge anything!
2009-03-28

. . . open up to Who-You-Are. It takes enormous amounts of effort to try to cover and
deny your being, your nature. And it wastes Life Force. (Nothing is every really wasted,
of course.) By being your natural self, your evolved natural self, you bless those around
you and you are in a much better position to contribute to the transformation of the Earth.
Desist judging yourself and your contributions. You contribute every day, as do millions
of others. Be a blessing to someone every day—and to the Earth. Love your Mother
Planet and bless her every day.
2009-04-05

There are some groups you do not belong in. Trying to fit into them requires enormous
life energy and is ultimately unsuccessful. The “part” of you trying to join or to fit in is
seeking validation and recognition from sources outside yourSelf. It is unnecessary and
not possible. Any validation you think you receive from an outside source is ultimately of
no value. True validation comes from recognizing Who-You-Are and honoring the Spirit
within. It is the same Spirit in others and, indeed, in all there is. Let go of desires for
recognition and acknowledgement and validation from outside yourSelf. You then will be
free!
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2009-04-21

It is not only quite permissible to enjoy your life—guilt free, we must add—but you are
encouraged to enjoy every day. There is no “script” for you to follow. Just listen to your
heart and follow what brings you joy.
Be at peace. Be fear-less. Be joy-full. Be yourSelf.
2009-05-04

Shed! Shed old ideas of yourself, shed all the “shoulds” that have been driving you, shed
the false images you have tried to maintain, shed expectations of yourself and of others.
Shed, most of all, judgment of yourself and others. Judge nothing! Judge no one!
. . . Not all preparation is cumbersome and difficult. Allowing yourSelf to emerge
through a natural evolution of the soul is the best and gentlest way. Your attachment to
the future—wanting to know what you will do, how you will survive, whether or not you
will “ascend”— is like a great boat anchor. Day by day living is all that is needed. Do not
anticipate your future for it is now! Take each day as it comes. Be practical and sensible,
of course, by taking care of worldly business but relax into your new way of being.
. . . Little by little, all will come into alignment, body, mind, emotions, spirit. You have
heard this theme before: Patience. Patience and peace.
2009-05-10

Ease up on yourself, eschew self judgment. There is nothing you have to do. . . . Perhaps
we should say, nothing is what you should do! Empty mind, empty emotions, relaxed
mind, relaxed emotions. Trust your feelings [not emotions]. Follow the Light, day by day.
You are not being judged at all. You are being loved and supported in your lifetime
adventure. Trust the Love and Light of the Spirit of this Universe and of all Universes.
Most of all, enjoy your life!
{Sometimes I am struck by how many awful things I have done and all my many
mistakes. But I know you will tell me they are all part of the adventure.}
Yes!
{OK, so help me with self forgiveness, please. A little help for each time these thoughts
arise.}
Just shuck them! {OK.} Don’t entertain them! Send those little bundles of energy back
into the universe, free them from their form (a negative form) and allow them to become
part of the energy “pool” once more.
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{OK. I don’t quite understand all that but I get the letting go part.}
Which is all you need to “get,” since it’s the most important part of the message.
2009-07-12

All of it, all your experiences are part of the totality of your life on Earth, this lifetime
you have chosen. . . .
We observe and, when you permit, participate and offer support and guidance and
protection. We will be happy to review and honor this lifetime of yours when we are all
reunited in noncorporeal [discarnate] form. Meanwhile, love your life and those in it. Do
your best to be compassionate and patient. You are not a “saint.” There are no saints!
There are others, myriad others, who are on the same journey Home as you. As your life
becomes more and more Light-filled, you can encourage and lift up others, just as others
(through many centuries) have encouraged and lifted you up. We will help. Take heart!
Be patient.
2009-07-25

Remember your desire to treat others with lovingkindness. You do not have to sacrifice
yourself or your own well being to do this. Simply stay centered on the Truth in your
heart. . . .
2009-08-02

All is well. There is nothing your have to do. Anything you do from joy may be a
blessing to those around you and, ultimately, to the world. Continue to follow your
leanings and inclinations.
-oOoNote: On the evening of October 18th, 2009, recorded sessions like the ones above abruptly stopped. I’m not sure why
but I sense I am to move on to other kinds of activities and other spiritual pursuits. I still receive daily personal
guidance but have no inclination (nor have I received any “invitations”) to sit at my computer keyboard and record
information. The sessions in summer of 1986 similarly ended abruptly after which I had no inclination or instructions
to sit and record my meditations. The hiatus in my recording of meditations/channeled information lasted twenty years
and did not resume until New Year’s Eve 2006. I cannot say when or if recorded sessions will start again.
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APPENDIX A

EXCERPTS
from Journeynotes
Channeled material from
October 7th, 1985
through
July 28th, 1986
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Like the channeled material in the first part of this book, the material in Appendix A, first privately
published in 1986, comes from Journeynotes, my personal journal. It records the beginning of and my early
experience with “channeling.”

A note to the reader
These excerpts from my personal journal are part of a record of my spiritual journey.
They are different from my usual journal entries, primarily because they are the recorded
results of meditations. These pages were written according to my light and understanding
at the time I received the information. They reflect the images and motifs of my religious
background. Someone else would tell the same message differently. Understandably, the
text also reflects my vocabulary.
I make no claim of any special revelation or of any special powers. Neither do I claim to
be in any way spiritually superior to any other human being. Just as others do, I work
daily (sometimes, I struggle daily!) to be more loving, to be more understanding, to be
kinder and more forgiving, to be more peaceful, to better do God’s will for my life. Some
days seem better than others but I give thanks for them all.
I shall be pleased if you can benefit from these pages but if you cannot, set them aside. In
any event, I wish you well and Godspeed on your own spiritual path.
Namasté.
JJA

A reminder

No word, no concept, nothing now formed or yet to be formed can express the Source of
all that is. Many religions and their scriptures, numerous belief systems, countless
philosophies and myriad musings of human intellects have in vain attempted to define or
“name” the One many call God. But none of these efforts, however laudatory, uplifting or
illuminating, can contain the Creator Spirit of this and all other universes. The Living
Word cannot be named by human intellects but may be experienced by human hearts—
by each of us in our own unique way.
We can know Truth. All we read, think and feel, hear and see, or experience may be
tested against the Truth already in our hearts. Just be still and listen.
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Notes about the editing in Excerpts
The word “Auditor” refers to me. Words in quotations marks and parentheses are part of
material received during meditation and were received with those markings. Words in
brackets [ ] have been added by me for clarification or explanation. Ellipses (. . .) indicate
deletions or some kind of pause, hesitation or delay. This symbol ◙ stands for the phrase
“in a previous undocumented meditation.”
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Background note: For several weeks prior to writing this, I experienced being waked in the middle of the
night to receive “lectures” and insights, sometimes in the form of vivid images. The same Source of my
nocturnal instruction woke me this night.

October 7, 1985, 12:59 a.m.
[Wakened from sleep by the Source.]
Go to your machine [a personal computer]. . . .
Auditor: . . . I am tired. . . .
I know. Your work pattern is not that of the everyday world. You will see this, as
the years go by. The time will come—is very close, indeed—when you will be
able to set your own schedule and work in your own way.
Notice how clear. . . your meditation is in the still of the night.
Auditor: What can come of this if I’m so tired and punchy?
You will see, if you choose to see. Make some herb tea; your blood needs
purifying [because of medication taken to treat a recent illness].
Auditor: Who is speaking to me?
It doesn’t matter: You may test all material received during meditation against the
Truth in your heart and know whether or not it is worthy.
[After preparing tea.]
Auditor: . . . here I am in the middle of the night at my machine. . . .
Be still and wait . . . can you set aside your ego for now?
Auditor: Yes. . . .
One purpose of this morning’s session is to let you set up your machine and files
for future work; but that is not all.
You have wondered about “Guides” for a long time, especially since you had your
lucid dream many years ago [in the early 1980s].
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Auditor: Yes.
As you have already been shown◙, we are one [that is, “Guides” are one with each
other and also one with the human being they help and also one with the Source
of all information].
You may want to add some of your lengthier explanatory notes later, instead of
interrupting the flow. The choice will be yours in each case.
Auditor: Yes, I understand.
There is no source of Truth and Light but God. Those who think otherwise are
deluding themselves.
You have learned◙ that your Guides are focus points of your attention and,
further, that “you” are a focus point of their attention.
This does not mean that each of you does not enjoy the experience and joy of a
unique perspective on the Universe. The term “focus points” is only a way of
expressing the Link of Light that connects all things, the Link I provide to all that
is.
You have seen◙ the marvelous “network” of Beings of Light.
Auditor: Yes.
You have seen the logic with which they link together.
Auditor: Yes.
The rings of nested spheres you saw of the dancing spirits of light, linked arm-inarm, surrounding you. . . .
Auditor: Yes.
These beings are my children, even as you are my child. And I love them and
sustain them as truly as I love and sustain you.
All I create has such rings or shells of energy-light around it, from the smallest
mite . . . to the most complex system known to your species.
The living logic you witnessed links you to all that is. The knowledge of the entire
Universe is available to you and, indeed, to anyone who chooses to know, who
chooses to “tap into” that knowledge.
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Your Guides, blessed servants of mine, are your “connectors” into that vast
network of Light that surrounds you and leads, know this, my child, to the
Seventh Ring and to my very bosom. Creature of Time that you are, you are also
eternal and on your journey home to me.
Do you understand?
Auditor: Yes.
How is your energy now?
Auditor: Fine.
You see, when you work from Love, there is no need to worry about whether you
will get enough sleep or food or enough of anything. My vibration [energy] will
sustain you in this endeavor of writing and in many even greater endeavors.
Do you notice how easy it is to write? And how your typing is much more relaxed
than ever before? Recall Sunday morning when you wrote easily. . . .
Auditor: Yes.
Did ever your fingers move so smoothly, so effortlessly?
Auditor: No. . . .
And so it will be whenever you do my work.
Happiness is doing my will. And you shall become more and more tuned to my
Presence, I promise. Yes, we are just beginning.
Now is a good time to go back to bed.
Do not worry about tomorrow. Do you think I will abandon you? You are my
child and we shall dwell forever together.
Auditor: Yes . . . thank you.
And you are quite welcome to this and to all I have. It is your inheritance, my
child.
[Close of meditation.]
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October 9, 1985, 1:58 a.m.
[Nausea of fatigue; a strong reluctance to get up and write; some preliminary dialogue
through meditation and an “adjustment” in energy from the Source that somehow
relieved the nausea; some instruction on how the Soul relates to the Spirit of the Father
within.]
. . . You have asked several years ago through prayer in a gentle, undemanding
way to understand what your species calls reincarnation.
Auditor: Yes.
And you have intuitively understood from the beginning the common “linear
model” (as you called it) was faulty, that it did not and could not represent what
was (for you at that time) a dimly understood but nonetheless cosmic adventure of
Spirit.
Auditor: Yes.
And so you asked this “mystery” be revealed to you and you put the topic of
reincarnation “on the back burner,” as you have many things you wished to
contemplate, to understand more fully. . . .
Auditor: Yes.
We [plural!?] have showed you, in a general way through the Links of Light, how
“you” are connected to all that is. We were showing you this morning before
getting up to write how the Soul relates to the Spirit within.
Auditor: Yes.
No thought, no experience, no understanding or perception is ever lost to the
Spark—the holocosmic Spark—of I-AM-THAT-I-AM that dwells within the
temple of your body and Soul.
. . . The Great I-AM-THAT-I-AM forever explodes . . . into Sparks of Itself (this
image, this mental picture is used for your understanding). Each Spark of I-AMTHAT-I-AM goes forth from the Father-of-Fathers on its own adventure, an
eternal cosmic adventure.
The experience of I-Thou is a result of the creation of these Sparks; there is, then,
an eternal cosmic fellowship between the Father-of-Fathers (the eternal Source of
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all that is) and the children who have gone forth. That God may know and enjoy
God. . . .
Each spark—by a marvelous and complex design that your species only now is
beginning to suspect—has its own “data bank”. . . which is the repository for all
that it has created through thoughts. For the Spark [child] and the Father are one
and the Child has, by inheritance, the same creative energy or force the Father
has. It is the Father Who dwells within the Child.
Thought energy is provided to each Spark, without end, without judgment, for
each Spark to do with as it pleases . . . but the greatest harmony and happiness
comes when the Father’s plan and design are followed.
Do you understand?
Auditor: I think so. . . . I can see no difference between you and me [doubting the
authenticity of the morning’s writing process].
Is this important to you? All the creative energy you have comes from the
Father, that is, from the Spirit within. It is not a product of the ego. The ego is the
servant and creation of the Spirit within, just as the body is its creation and
temple. All information that comes from this morning’s session may be tested
against the Truth in your heart.
Have I not told you?
Auditor: Yes.
The great adventure of Spirit—of each Spark—is recorded in every detail in the
Soul.
Now, the Spark is not limited to one adventure! But the continuity of these
adventures resides in the Spirit that animates the Soul. . . . all Sparks return to the
Father-of-Fathers (now, this expression is used for your understanding) and join
together to share and recount their great adventures.
But their adventures may continue, if the Sparks choose. This is beyond your
understanding [personal capacity] at this time. That is of no consequence. Your
vessel [Soul] is rapidly expanding through transformation at this time . . . and will
contain all that is needful to serve me. Have I not told you?
Auditor: Yes.
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You fear some of what you received earlier before the morning writing session
began is lost. Yet, you have seen in mental pictures provided that nothing is ever
lost.
[Close of meditation.]
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October 18, 1985, 8:18 p.m.
[An opportunity to understand more about what it means to be a “bridge” in this new
era.]
You want to understand more about your role, indeed, the role of many others in
this new era, this Time of Growth?
Auditor: Yes, please.
Well, it does please me. You have read with your “inner eyes,” with your heart,
the book . . . I have sent to you and all who wish to see and understand.
Auditor: Yes.
“Many are called but few are chosen.” Do you understand what this means?
Auditor: No. . . .
. . . the choosing is not done by me but by those who are called, for I call and
choose all. How could it be otherwise? Are not all people my children? Do I not
sustain all people with my Love?
So, I call all of my children that some may come, even now as I create a New
Earth. Some will come later. Some will sleep and come even later. . . .
Auditor: Yes.
So, those who awaken early are needed in my service now and you are one of
those. Did you think that your gifts would go unused? I am “efficient” as well as
loving!
If “waste” bothers you, disturbs your spirit, do you think it would be otherwise
with me? Nothing is ever wasted. If all is energy, then . . . nothing is wasted, only
transformed; do you follow me in this?
Auditor: Yes.
What is in your heart, what moves your spirit, moves me. For I-AM-THAT-I-AM
dwells within you and all of your species. . . . Can you set your ego aside for
now?
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[Auditor’s note: The phrase “set your ego aside” means to use my ego as a tool but not to allow my conditioning, fears,
doubts or discomforts to override the process I’m experiencing or to interrupt the flow the material being received.]

Auditor: Yes . . . but it seems difficult to receive anything, just now. . . .
The key to solving every “problem” you experience in this adventure of life is to
be found in relaxing. When you relax and enjoy, I flow through like a mighty,
creative river. Only fear constricts the flow of my knowledge and love.
You worry that you are fully conscious instead of being in a trance state and that
others will think you mad. Yet, have I not told you that you and I are One? As
long as you speak from your heart, my dwelling place in the temple that you are,
you need never fear for what you will say. For I AM THE LIVING WORD. All
words truly spoken from a pure heart come from the Word-of-Words within.
When will you give all your worries to me so you may begin your work in
earnest?
Auditor: I don’t know. . . I thought I had, mostly. . . .
Then there is no worry about what others may think. Do you not already know,
have you not often said that each has in his or her heart the Truth against which
all may be measured?
Auditor: Yes. . . .
Then that is your answer: If what you receive is true, you will know; if others can
use it, they will know.
To be a “bridge” in this new era, one need only open one’s heart and allow me to
flow through. I shall take the gifts that I have given to each and work wonders
such as the possessors of those gifts, or talents, would never have imagined. Are
you not already beginning to experience this?
Auditor: Yes.
I need teachers and speakers, those gifted with word skills, and carpenters and bus
drivers and all manner of skills. It is through all of you that I work, even now.
...
You and many, many others will begin to provide the living, pliable “grout” for
my living mosaic. And the joy of diversity among peoples of Earth will at last be
fully experienced. . . .
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Auditor: Yes.
We have already discussed◙ that you are called to be a bridge. This does not mean
that you will be “left behind” while others go on to enjoy the “promised land” of
the New Earth.
It means you and others like you will be very busy in the next decades reaching
out in myriad ways, using all the tools now at hand, information technology for
example, and more tools that I will provide through everyone’s collective talents.
Follow your flow and rejoice with others in theirs. Never disparage anyone’s gift,
no matter how seemingly small. I do wondrous things through even the tiniest
opening for my energy. The smallest “crack” in the shell of fear finds me bursting
through. The expression of the Spirit in others is to be honored equally in all.
Have you not seen the persistent weeds growing up through the concrete to the
light of my Sun? That is just an inkling, a “reminder,” of how my Spirit of Love
works in the lives of those who choose to open up to me.
Doing my will is the greatest happiness. And being a “midwife” for others,
teaching them, loving them, blessing them with simple courtesy that honors the
Spirit within them, all of these activities shall bring you great happiness. You and
other bridges.
You must trust your heart, for it is there that I planted long, long ago the seeds
that are now coming to life in you. So, give all you can give to others and then
give some more. There is no end to the supply of my loving energy.
As with my servant Abraham, the seeds [that is, the actions and influence not
biological progeny] of you and other bridges will spring up across the universe
and eternity. If this were not true, I would not have planted that vision in your
heart of hearts.
. . . Do not be afraid of any teaching. . . . You can always know the Truth for I
AM THE TRUTH, living within each of you.
You expected this Friday evening at the end of the week to be quiet! And, indeed,
it is quiet, is it not? Is it not through quiet that you are able to receive this and
other, similar writings?
Some day soon, you will begin to know my joy at the experience of you and your
brothers and sisters. You use the word “fun” to describe the joy you feel when
you “play” with others, when you see into their spirits. This is akin to the
enjoyment your Father has . . . have you not felt my joy dancing in your being?
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Auditor: Yes. . . .
And it fills you to overflowing, does it not?
Auditor: Yes!
Don’t worry! No one has ever drowned in my joy yet!
. . . Remember your humble origins and maintain that flame of Love I have given
you and all others. Let your light shine! It will light up the world. That is my
promise!
[Close of meditation.]
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October 20, 1985, 1:14 a.m.
THE GOD OF LAUGHTER AND LOVING
I-AM-THAT-I-AM is the God of laughter and loving. The ancient picture of me
presented in the Old Testament and elsewhere is not helpful to understanding my true
nature. You will do better by looking into your own hearts and lives than into dead
writings.
I-AM-THAT-I-AM cannot be contained in words or concepts but may be experienced as
a Living Reality through a life of joy and love. When you bring heartful laughter to
others, you open spaces in their hearts for my Creative Spirit to enter and do my work.
Each time there is heartful laughter among you, bells peal in the Kingdom of Heaven.
I-AM-THAT-I-AM is the dancing God, the God of Light and of the Music of the
Spheres. Those who tune their inner ears to my vibration may hear and rejoice in my
Song of Songs.
I dance around you in an eternal Dance of Light and Creation. My Dance is for all. All are
invited to play and sing and dance with me.
My Spirit lightens the hearts of those who open the door to me.
For those who have opened their inner eyes to see, my Dance of Light may clearly be
seen in all of my creation. I love and sustain all that is through my joyful, happy dance. I
surround all things manifest with my whirling, sparkling light. There is not one particle of
this or of any universe that is not bathed in my dancing light.
To those whom I have given the gifts of words and laughter-making, I have also given a
special responsibility. They are to use their abilities to bring healing and peace and
reconciliation to my children—all my children.
Through laughter these gifted ones are to bring softness to the process of gaining insight.
There is no need for harshness or derision. Let these ways of the dead past disappear with
it.
Heartful laughter will open up the negotiating process between the nations of the world.
Its joyous ringing will lift the hearts of peoples now oppressed. Joyous heartful laughter
will open the doors to many hearts and minds that I may enter and lift the spirits of many,
many people on the planet at this time.
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My Dance of Light is already transforming Earth. It is a dance of lightness and of loving
and of joyful, heartful laughter. Even now, peoples of the Earth are joining together as
never before in the history of your race, joining together in gentle, joy-filled cooperation.
This joining may be enhanced and speeded up by letting the gates of laughter stand wide
open. My Love will pour through these open gates in a way never seen before.
I-AM-THAT-I-AM is the God of Cosmic Humor. This is not a “joke,” as experienced
when laughter is rooted in negativity, but a deep and abiding compassion that blesses all
that it touches.
Cosmic Humor is like liquid light that pours out from me and flows over and under and
around all it touches, leaving hearts gladdened and lighter and warmer. Cosmic Humor
gives insight into my true nature. It grows out of my love for and my joy in and my
delight with all that I create and sustain through my Dance of Light.
Know this: When you are “serious,” you are not dancing with me.
When you are sincere and trusting and ready to smile at an instant’s notice, then you are
ready to join me in my dance of creation. This dance of joy may be experienced only
when you relax and flow with my ever-present power to create in you a new heart each
moment, my power to transform your humdrum existence made of dead habits into a
mighty explosion of dancing lights.
Have you not seen how a good dose of heartful laughter leaves you relaxed and open and
healed?
All that is needful is to pay attention! Open your eyes and ears to the music of the
universe around you and of the universe within you. See the Dance of Dances that lifts
your very beings into new dimensions of understanding and heartful laughter and deepest
joy. Do you not know that your smile is a blessing to others? It matters not whether they
smile back or frown or pretend not to notice. If you are ignored, you have blessed them
nonetheless. Don’t let an opportunity pass to smile or to lighten someone’s load with a
good word or kind touch. It is through these many small everyday occurrences that I
work. I-AM-THAT-I-AM flows to the most humble places, nourishes all that is, judges
not.
In the most secret places of your hearts I am communing with you in joy and heartful
laughter. We share the open secret of our mutual love, of our dance together in this my
beloved creation. This is true for all my children. When you bring heartful laughter or
even a small smile into the lives of others, you are doing my will and resonating with the
joy tucked away in each and every human heart.
Fear melts away when laughter invades the hearts of my children and my light floods into
minds opened by the joyfulness and divine pleasure of heartful laughter. Fear cannot
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abide in relaxed, open and happy hearts. There is no need for the pain and alienation of
fear. Laughter sweeps that away in a twinkling.
I-AM-THAT-I-AM is a joyous God of Dancing Light. All are invited to join me in a
Celebration of Being; but don’t answer my invitation with a somber face and sour
disposition! How could you enjoy my presence and also be dour?
Have you not talked yourselves and others out of grumpiness with loving, teasing good
humor? How can this work so well? Because this humor’s true roots are in compassion!
Let that be the test of all your humor: that it is rooted in compassion and understanding of
the Grace that I have given each of my children.
The skillfulness of gentle, loving humor is one of my greatest gifts for it accurately
reflects an important aspect of my nature. All of you are created in my image—all of you.
Can you imagine coming into my joyful presence with sour faces and dispositions?
When you wash your faces each morning, see a new, smiling and happy face emerge. Go
forth into your day looking for an opportunity to bless someone with your smile and
loving good humor. Go forth knowing the opportunity will be there for you to bless
others with your happiness.
You may seek my blessing and guidance whenever you need it: Moment-by-moment
living in my presence is not only possible, it is what you have been created for. I will not
refuse your prayers and I know your hearts and the pain that fear can bring to you.
I hear all my children’s prayers. But the children most at ease in my presence are those
who have learned to be lighthearted, who have turned their cares over to me, who have
placed their lives lightly and happily in my care.
Do not rebuke those who may be sad or fearful or confused. I do not judge them; there is
no need for you to judge; there is nothing to judge. Rather, lighten their loads with good
humor and lovingkindness. Lighten the loads of your brothers and sisters that they may
come to me gladly, happily, with light hearts.
Those who rejoice with me know my true nature. Those who dance with me know my
Light. Those who join me in the compassion of Cosmic Humor and its goodwill are my
blessed servants. I rejoice in their laughter and loving. Their joy is my joy.
[Close of meditation.]
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November 11, 1985, 3:09 p.m.
[Topics: Finding my “place” in the world; naming this experience; dancing.]
Let us begin with the idea that there is “something to do” before your “real work”
can begin. The real work you have been waiting for—sometimes impatiently—
can only be done now. It is, of course, to be yourself as fully as possible, not
holding back any gift that you feel moved, or led, to give to others.
You think your place of residence is important. That is only true if you want it to
be true. You may serve God anywhere, any time.
Does not my Spirit dwell within you always, from before the beginning of Time
and forever? Are we not one? Does not your will become my will when you relax
into my Silence? Have we not chosen to dwell forever together in my Divine
Love, as the good friends that we are?
Why then do you worry and doubt?
The “field” of your labor is you! Have you not known this for years and years of
this lifetime? Look back through your own journal notes.
Are you not surrounded by those whom you serve day by day? Is this not, in fact,
all I ask of you: to serve others day by day? To serve with Love and patience. To
witness my Spirit move and grow in other hearts and lives, just as it grows in
yours, this is my pleasure; does it not please you, also?
. . . You grow in Time, as a flower grows in soil, to the fullness of your gifts.
There is no hurry. The seed of your perfect flowering already is grown. I perceive
you as fulfilled and mature and already giving the gifts of what you see, from
your perspective of this moment, as the promise of your potential. You are giving
now!
Quiet your impatience. I-AM-THAT-I-AM is “efficient” beyond anything yet
imagined by your race. You shall not be wasted.
You need only look at your Mother Earth to see my perfect efficiency. No waste.
All things are working together for the Perfect Good I-AM-THAT-I-AM has set
in motion. If this is true for leaf and branch and flower, how much more is it true
for the children of my image, for humankind!
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I-AM-THAT-I-AM is the God of Love. In my Love all things are made complete.
There is no imperfection. Look with new eyes at all that surrounds you. Know IAM-THAT-I-AM has fulfilled all that is.
In your growing through Time, enjoy the process! Do not be impatient for the
“end”—there is no end! We shall walk forever together, through many
adventures, Thou, my child and inheritor of this and all other universes, and IAM-THAT-I-AM, your Father-Creator and dancing partner!
[Pause and change of topic.]
You have wondered what to call me and this experience of our communion during
meditation. Surely you already know that no name, no words can contain I-AMTHAT-I-AM. Have you not looked into the faces and eyes of the religions of the
world and seen I-AM-THAT-I-AM looking back at you? Surprise!
Can any of these religions contain I-AM-THAT-I-AM?
Have you not found at least some flavors from each of the so-called mystic paths
from all times and places and religions that suited you? Do you not even now
rejoice in the diversity of my expression, in the coat of many colors I-AM-THATI-AM wears? Do you not even now feel a deep kinship with all of the human race,
indeed, with all that is?
Do not worry about what to call our dancing; “in that hour” I-AM-THAT-I-AM
will move your heart and give you the suitable words needed to move other
hearts, indeed, to move mountains. Listen to the Divine Music we are making
together!
As you write and share these or any words, do not become attached to them. You
are now learning to flow—so that much, much more may flow through you to
others, my blessings upon them.
Do not be concerned with ownership: you own everything! What you receive,
give and give freely to others, even as I give to you. There is one Spirit, one
Source, one Author.
You and others like you are as a valued, vibrant living quill or brush that I use to
create the mix of my message. It is in your living that you best serve—your living
as the Light of my Love.
These and other words like them are but the stimulants for human growth in
Time. You serve in this (and other) ways that others may follow the Light they
have in their own hearts, that Eternal Light I-AM-THAT-I-AM placed there from
before the beginning of Time.
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Have you not read that Thou and I shall go beyond all scriptures of all times? It is
upon the Living Word within that you must focus your attention. Know that any
seed planted through you and others who serve in this manner shall receive the
full attention of my Holy Spirit. All people will be drawn to me, eventually, and
by many means; all people, including “prodigals,” will return to the home of my
Love. And you may help by erecting signposts to help some find their way.
[Pause and change of topic.]
You want guidance about your place, your home—really, your home-away-fromhome, since your eternal home has already been prepared for you from before the
beginning of Time, a home in my Love. You want to know the next step.
Auditor: Yes.
You have your guidance, do you not? Did you not receive it in the forest last
week. . . at a religious retreat?
Auditor: Yes.
Ah, we are down to the real issue in your heart, are we not? That is, how can it all
happen? Does it really matter whether the next step takes place in your own back
yard or in the arenas of the world? Look to the day and leave the rest to the
flowing of our Dance.
Auditor: This seems difficult.
Because you struggle and “try.” When did it go well last weekend at the retreat?
Was it not when you lived in the moment and spoke from the heart
spontaneously?
What greater guarantor of success could you want than I-AM-THAT-I-AM? You
have the promise of my love and support, and the promise of many, many
opportunities for service in my Name. Do you need more? Will I not provide all
that you need?
Your heart will tell you when to take the next step. You will know when the door
opens to you. You think that you are ready now—and that is true. You are ready
to serve in my Kingdom now—just as you have been, all along. So, serve! Serve
daily!
. . . Serve those around you, holding back nothing. Your Source of giving is
without limit. Only the limits of your thinking constrain you. You are as free as
you wish to be to serve in my Kingdom.
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You are where you are, your place of employment, to serve the Kingdom. Are
your eyes not open to the needs around you? Do you not see your contributions
already?
[Auditor is dubious.]
Does not the force of my Life and Light and Love break through the strength of
the pavement in the form of a common weed? Have I not promised that even a
little Love, even the smallest seed of Love planted will receive the attention of my
Holy Spirit?
Must you be around to see the “results”? Nothing is fixed, there are no results to
be expected! There is only my Love and its Grace, a marvelous, flowing Dance of
Light! Don’t pull up the seedling’s roots to see how it’s progressing! Sow and
move on!
And, for the sake of your heart, for the sake of your own blossoming Love, dance
while you’re doing my work!
It is in your dancing that you will find your Joy. Dance across the pages you
write, dance with your tai chi, dance when you talk with others, dance when you
give that unnoticed healing touch on the shoulder, dance when you rest in my
Silence, dance when you dine with the Mother Earth who provides your daily
nourishment, dance in your dreams at night, dance when you console and lift up
those in pain, dance, dance, dance!
And I-AM-THAT-I-AM shall dance with you, through your work, through your
tears and through your laughter, through your kindness and through your caring,
through your loving of others. This is my promise.
So, Child of my Heart, we are one. Don’t be troubled by worrisome thoughts of
time and place and how and why. Rest in my Love. Relax into my Silence. Know
that all is well.
[Close of meditation.]
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December 10 ,1985, 2:50 a.m.
[Crisis of faith.]
You are here this morning to show yourself that there is no crisis of faith in your
life. Will you set aside your ego for a little while?
[Auditor consents.]
Editing should be done later—because you think that nothing, that is, no
“channeled” material, will ever come through you again. So, flow is especially
important this morning. Allow misspellings. These may be corrected later.
Tea will give you heart!
This may be shared with only your closest friends . . . for now. (Others may know
later, when you have completed the tasks you have at hand.) Right now, it is for
you to understand that I have never left you. I am ever with you.
You have been in the “valley of the shadow of death.” There is no eternal death—
only “ego deaths.” The pain you have had is from your clinging to that which
must be shed if you are to grow.
The time has come for you to set aside childish ways and to join my service in
earnest. I will lead you each step of the way. Have I not told you so?
When you were invited to serve last summer [in a highly moving, life-changing
experience], you knew that it would not be easy but you undertook my Path
without reservation. Now, in this time of testing, you have been faithful to me
even though you did not feel my presence.
Because of this, we shall become even closer than we have been. For I am Thee
and Thou art me. There is no gulf between us but that gulf your thinking allows. I
am with you always in all things.
You think the winds woke you tonight. It was my Spirit moving your heart that
woke you.
Your reluctance to get up, the hesitation in your hands at the keyboard, the doubt
in your heart and mind shall pass. These are the residue of this time of feeling
alone and abandoned, this time in the valley.
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This experience has great value for you. There will be other experiences that test
your faith. Each time you pass through hard times you grow stronger in my
service. If it were not so, I would have told you; does not your own heart confirm
this? Even as these words form, do you not already know that you are better,
stronger than you were a month ago?
You have asked that your lessons be gentler, easier; you grow weary of learning
“the hard way.” And so it shall be. This has always been up to you. Each person
has his or her choice in the matter of learning. You have turned a corner, an
important corner.
The steps you are taking to clear yourself, to strengthen your ego structure, to set
aside old ways, to forgive and let go of the past, these are all correct and right for
this moment in your life.
You wonder about your choice of a conventional teacher who seems to be of
another, quite different path than yours; that you have chosen a religious
fellowship that is traditional, rather than New Age; that you are still earning a
conventional living.
All of these things give you a necessary credibility—both internally for yourself
and externally in the world—for the work you are doing and have yet to do my
Kingdom. Are you not a “practical mystic,” after all?
[Note: “In our era, the path of holiness necessarily passes through the world of action.” Dag Hammarskjold]

These are your roles for right now. Don’t fight and complain. You are already
growing out of the circumstances you see as a prison. These circumstances have
only been a classroom—one that you have chosen (for good reasons)—a
classroom you have created.
We are together in this adventure, you and I. Remind yourself of this daily. Go
back to the words you have “channeled.” They are for your comfort and
instruction. More will come. Make it your regular practice to sit in a meditative
state and wait for our dialogue.
Do you care what people think about this? Does it really matter that some will
think you odd or eccentric? In fact, does it not give you pleasure to be eccentric in
my service?
Those whom you love, those friends and helpers surrounding you—both incarnate
and in spirit form—are not these eccentrics exactly the kinds of souls you love
and enjoy?
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What does it matter to you if those who are yet asleep laugh at you? . . . When
you have the opportunity, gently help those who wish to wake. But do not worry
about what the world thinks of you or your mission.
Follow thou me. . . .
[Pause and change of topic.]
You must forgive that person at work. You must let go of what you see as the
harm . . . done to you. You have rightly understood that you are not this person’s
teacher. This person will learn what is needed . . . from another.
You are teaching others at work, however; do you not teach wherever you are
sent? It is no different where you are now.
Teach and learn. Love and grow.
You may go back now and edit. You need to clear out the accumulated uneasiness
at poor typing for the benefit of your “neatnik” side!
I bless this side and all “sides” of you, my child and inheritor of the Kingdom.
[Close of meditation.]
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January 27, 1986, 5:58 p.m.
[Subject not known at the start.]
You’re not paying attention. You’re not paying attention to my Holy Word, the
Living Word within you. That is why you feel out of touch and without guidance.
A subtly of listening is required to discriminate between the “still small voice”
and the vain imaginings of a wandering mind.
More than just being quiet is required to be ever-mindful of the guidance of the
Holy Spirit. Focusing on that vast Inner Silence is needful. It is in focusing that
you will feel the Comforter, that you will sense the guidance you . . . need, right
now.
This focusing is not done with difficulty but with ease, great ease. My Way is not
hard save that you must pay attention. That is all I ask. Give me your full
attention—and your heart will be with me, also.
Auditor: This seems difficult to me. . . .
Aren’t you fond of saying “There is always a place to start,” even with the most
difficult problem or dilemma? Yet, you feel stuck, do you not?
Auditor: Yes.
And yet here we are at the machine!
Auditor: To what end?
So impatient! By what horrible standard do you judge yourself? If I do not judge
you, who then may judge you? Be at peace. Give up judgment of yourself and of
others—no matter what you think they might have done to you or to others or
what you think you might have done to them. It is in forgiveness you will find
peace and freedom and abundance. Is this not what you want?
Auditor: Yes.
How, then, shall we begin? Is it not with great softness? The rigidity in your body
comes from fear. If you stumble will I not lift you up? So, now is the time to relax
into my Holy Silence.
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Let yourself go. You shall not fall for there is no place where you can fall out of
my Love. This is the time of your redemption. Your redemption from the past and
from the anchors of repressed anger and fear and feelings of unworthiness.
Now is the time in your life to be free at last from the chains that have held you
back from realizing your potential in the world—and that have held you back
from fully and freely following my path for your life, the Path of Love.
You wish to contribute as did your spiritual heroes? Here is how it will happen.
Your will give up your attachments, your fears that keep you clinging to old ways
and ideas (especially to old ideas of yourself). Then my Love will flow more fully
through your life. It is my Love that will work wonders in this world and in your
life, not your ego efforts.
How is it that you sit at this keyboard and let information flow through your
hands to the screen and then to your eyes? Is it not by relaxing and letting go?
This “channeling” is a small thing compared to what you will do when you give
up fear fully and forever.
Auditor: Who speaks to me?
You ask that so often! Here is your definitive answer: God is within, as well as
without.
What if no one but you ever reads this? What if you never shared it with your
friends. . . . Would the guidance you get still not be of value? Value yourself!
You are worthy! You are my servant and my child and myself! There is no
separation! I look upon you with gladness—we look together, for we are not
separate.
Are the child and the parent not of the same lineage? How can it be otherwise?
When Jesus said, “I and the Father are one,” what did he mean? Did you not
understand this and understand it rightly even long ago in this lifetime? Let go of
doubt!
Auditor: This seems like a great mystery to me.
Because you make it so, my child, because you make it so. . . .
Auditor: How can this oneness be?
How can it not be? The Kingdom, the Father, All-That-Is, the beauty and truth of
the Universe, all is within.
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This dialogue is a useful tool, so that you may learn and grow more easily. Other
information of broader interest and import will come, eventually; but, for now, the
task at hand is for you to learn and to become comfortable and familiar with a
new aspect of your “inner space.”
All the information of the Universe is available to anyone who will give up their
fears and preconceived ideas and allow the flow. Have you not seen how it works
in your visions◙?
Auditor: Yes.
And so it is.
[Pause and change of topic.]
Have you noticed tonight that your “left brain” is working quite clearly and well,
even as you key this material?
Auditor: Yes.
Yet you also feel the presence of your inner voice, do you not?
Auditor: Yes.
So, you are yet another step closer to psychological wholeness. There is nothing
to prevent the happy, productive partnership of all “parts” of your psyche except
your belief in separation. Are you not fond of saying, “All is Dance”?
And so it is.
When you dance with all of your gifts, not worrying about whether one “part”
gets more “action” than the other, my energy may easily flow through you
without discomfort to you. It is only when you cling from fear, when you are
attached because of that fear to some dead idea about yourself or about life, it is
only then that your body reflects the aches and pains of your psyche.
You need not be in a trance. You need not join a monastery. You don’t need the
latest computing equipment. You don’t need to suspend your critical judgment, so
long as it is the sword of the Spirit. All you need to do is relax and follow the
flow. . . .
[Pause and change of topic.]
You think that this session tonight is not as inspiring as others? Is there not great
beauty and inspiration in the plain and practical?
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Rest now, then take a few minutes to reread what has flowed through your hands
this evening.
And remember, tomorrow in your computer class, I-AM-THAT-I-AM is with you
always and in all times.
[Close of meditation.]
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May 31, 1986, 10:15 p.m.
[First time back at the keyboard since the “drought” of early this year. No agenda
whatsoever. Surprised at the spontaneous urging to “sit and receive.”]
Healing is taking place all around you—and in your own life, too. You are an
instrument of healing in others. I-AM-THAT-I-AM is working through you.
You are more mature. You have been in a healing process for a long time that has
become especially concentrated with the recent shifts and increases in the power
[vibrations] surrounding the Earth.
The “wounded child” within you is nearly healed. The physical problems are
exiting your physical body because they are exiting your spiritual body. I-AMTHAT-I-AM heals . . . the ego does not heal.
You have been wondering whether you would again “channel” information and
guidance from your Higher Self, the Jewel-Within, I-AM-THAT-I-AM. Go back
and reread your earliest material. Can I-AM-THAT-I-AM abandon its own Child,
its Own Self?
You are blocking the powerful feelings, the strong emotions that come to you
now—that come to you as a gift from I-AM-THAT-I-AM, the Jewel-Within. Fear
blocks this flow. You think you will, somehow, regress to a childishly dependent
state. Have you forgotten the lesson of “I and the Father are one”?
The new sense of strength and quiet confidence you are experiencing—don’t
worry about formatting or spelling, just now—has to do with healing the inner
hurts that have been burdening you for these many years. More and more, as your
friend and counselor has told you . . . you will draw upon and flow with I-AMTHAT-I-AM—there is no other source for you or for anyone—and this flow will
lead to ever more joyful, peaceful years of useful living. . . .
[Pause and change of topic.]
Do you not feel the peace you have been promised even at this very moment?
Relax into my Grace, into the completely healing and supportive Grace of I-AMTHAT-I-AM, the Jewel-Within.
These others . . . need healing, too. Let the process flow gently on its course. All
is well.
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. . . Preparing and working are the same. Each preparation is work at the time that
leads to other work that is preparation for yet more work. . . . Like the dance of
form and essence or of yin and yang, preparation and work dance together,
inseparable and eternal. Those who flow with the dance never think about or
worry about distinguishing between them. How would that distinguishing be
possible? [Or useful!]
You feel at this very moment you are exactly prepared and ready for this moment,
do you not? And so you are.
The thoughts you have of joining eventually with others in doing some work is
the “kitchen steam and smells” of something simmering for later in your life and
work. All is well in these matters, also, be assured. When the “soup” is ready for
the serving, you will know.
You have a need to do some housekeeping with your files and such. Have a
pleasant evening and good night’s rest.
All is well.
[Close of meditation.]
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July 28, 1986, 4:25 p.m.
[Noisily printing previously “channeled” materials. Nothing anticipated. Didn’t have the
usual “sit and receive” feeling but, in recent days, felt a general need to get into the habit
of making time to receive. Just peacefully waiting for the completion of printing, while
sipping lemon water and eating snacks.]
Can you hear your inner voice when you munch?
Auditor: This is silly. . . .
It’s not silly to learn to receive inner guidance in the midst of noise and activity!
Your friend . . . does it. A certain practice and discipline are needed. It’s certainly
easier in the still of the night but, as you have seen in previous meditations, it is
not at all impossible in noisy settings.
(Editing may wait for later, if you wish.)
Some important work . . . [phone call interruption] . . . later will require you to
have a discipline similar to your “systems” discipline requiring great power of
concentration. [Two more phone call interruptions.] That is, you will be required
to do several things at once and to receive guidance at the same time! There’s
nothing to be concerned about: You are well equipped for this!
Many of the disciplines you have been developing and using, such as tai chi
chuan, will serve you well in the future when you do a special kind of “reading”
[?!] for others.
(Editing may be done later, to your benefit.)
Your friend . . . has shown you that you may switch from one . . . spiritual source
or frequency to another in the same “reading,” or, the same time of receiving.
This is yet another aspect of the abilities all of your species has.
How do you think some of the exciting and wonderful things shown in the vision
[an unclear reference] will happen, if not through the acquisition of new skills and
also the exercising of ancient abilities? The television series Star Trek showed
child’s play compared to what New Age Star Children [?] will do.
[Pause and change of topic.]
You will write a book very soon.
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[Auditor is dubious.]
Why do you always doubt so much? You see wonder after wonder and still have
doubt about the smallest of daily miracles of surrounding life! What is so
surprising about writing a book? Hasn’t that guidance been coming through for
some time now?
Auditor: Yes.
I don’t really require much of you: Only that you trust.
Give yourself over to Love. Let your Heart of Hearts lead the way. . . . “My yoke
is easy.”
Auditor: What will I write about?
Let the book reveal itself to you as it will, unfolding like a flower—just as you are
unfolding like a flower!
Auditor: There still seems to be a “split” between us.
Today, that seems more true than other times. You have yet to perfect the skill of
one-mindedness that demonstrates (in a satisfactory way) to your conscious
intellect that you are, indeed, whole. In spite of the feeling—a minor distraction—
we are one.
You need time to prepare for a music lesson. But note that you break off this
session anxious to return, to do more, to receive more!
I bless you. All is well!
[Close of meditation.]
- End of Excerpts Note: My recording of meditations ended unexpectedly at the end of July 1986. I had no inclination or impression to sit
and record channeled information until twenty years later on New Year’s Eve 2006.
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APPENDIX B

EVE WEIR’S
MESSAGES
from her books
Pocket Book of Change
and
Impressions
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Background. I met Eve Weir in the late 1970s and was immediately impressed by her
openhearted nature and positive outlook. Eve was an author, lecturer and popular
psychic. She voluntarily subjected her psychic abilities to scientific examination and
worked with physicists interested in understanding psychic phenomena. Eve was far from
being overly serious—instead, she was sincere, good natured and always ready laugh,
even (perhaps especially) if the joke was on her. In her teaching, she continuously
affirmed that each human being has or can develop psychic abilities and she was
generous in encouraging and coaching others as they worked to develop their psychic
skills and to grow spiritually. Below are some of her messages.
Creating and changing our world – Pocketbook of Change (1972). “The outer patterns of
our lives reflect the inner reality of our thought world,” Eve advised. In her lectures and
writing she emphasized “all situations and conditions of life” are created by the thought
patterns of humankind. “World conditions are what the majority of people think all day
long, every day.” Thought is impersonal like electricity, according to Eve, and no
respecter of “good or ill.” We create with our thoughts and therefore the results of our
thinking, for good or for ill, are based on an impersonal “law” of the Universe.
If we desire to change our world, thoughts and attitudes must be changed first, old ideas
and paradigms must be replaced by new ones. Old thought habits must be discarded and
new ones established. This can be done, Eve taught, through visualizations and fueling
new thought patterns with the emotion of positive enthusiasm. Thoughts given attention
persist—so we must choose wisely, decide clearly, and be sure of the direction of our
thoughts. All of this is to be done with profound gratitude, Eve counseled.
Note: Joseph Chilton Pearce says, “Every negative thought I entertain . . . actually strengthens the negative field that
sweeps our world. . . . Every time I bemoan the negative world out there that I must suffer, I have supported and
contributed to it through my moaning.”

Selections from Impressions (1974) – A guide for developing psychic abilities. Eve’s
basic premise:
There is an Infinite Intelligence which exists at all times. All beings are a part of this Intelligence
and have a degree of communication with it. All beings have access to the sum total of the
Infinite Intelligence and their individuality is based on the exercising of various portions of that
Intelligence.

With respect to developing psychic gifts, she wrote:
Lessons never teach, they simply open a door, turn a page within [one’s consciousness] causing
awareness of what is already there. . . . What one studies, one understands. What one
understands, one demonstrates well. (p. 2)

Eve’s “Requisites for Development of Psychic Gifts” were:
Willingness to meditate. . . .
Willingness to study . . . and understand the scientific principles [of psychic phenomena]. . . .
Desire for quality . . . through attunement and refinement of . . . thought processes.
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Acquiring knowledge . . . of techniques.
Learning the various phases. . . .
Refining yourself as a proper instrument spiritually, emotionally, physically and mentally. . . .
Maintaining balance in all life activities. Psychic awareness must be integrated within your daily
affairs. . . . (p. 4)

Eve’s definition of meditation was a “process of mirrored receptivity resulting in
awareness of another order of time, space and experience” (p. 6). Although this does not
harmonize with other definitions, the context for her definition is her guidebook for
developing psychic gifts. And certainly meditation can change one’s understanding of
time and space.
In her discussion of the conscious and subconscious mind, she declared the subconscious
is “impersonal.” This corresponds with a common view of the subconscious as
mechanical and devoid of a sense of humor, taking everything quite literally. Hence, we
do well to watch our words lest the subconscious starts working to manifest conditions
we really do not desire. For example, a gloomy declaration of “Oh, I just can’t do math!”
could become a command to the subconscious to make it so.
Eve’s view of thought as vibration: “All things, seen and unseen, are energy in motion at
a distinct degree of frequency. . . . Vibration is no respecter of time and space. Idea,
desire and thought [all] virtually operate on the frequency of past, present and future
expectation. . . . You are able to demonstrate on a psychic level only according to your
particular frequency of thought” (pp. 15 and 17). Individual variations in thought
frequency (wave length?) might help to explain the wide differences in channeling
methods, modes and results.
Note: For more on human frequencies and energy fields, see Hapgood’s introduction to Voices of Spirit and also The
Biology of Transcendence, A Blueprint of the Human Spirit, by Joseph Chilton Pearce, especially Chapter Three.

Like others familiar with acquiring information from sources apparently not of our
everyday world, Eve made the distinction between psychics and mediums: “A Medium is
always a Psychic. A Psychic is not always a Medium” (p. 18). With respect to readings
(my word) from psychics, she cautioned against relying on other people’s psychic
abilities and maintained we each must seek our own answers from within. She
emphasized, “There is no influence in your life except that which you choose to allow
through your own acceptance and belief. . . . If your visualization is clear and distinct,
you will experience life situations which will reflect your clarity of focus. . . . Never
blame anyone else for your condition. No one else can think your thoughts. You are your
own master, and are only influenced as you choose to be influenced” (pp. 60 and 63).
Note: James Allen’s classic little book about the power of thought, As a Man Thinketh (1902), is the result his
meditation on the aphorism, “As a man thinketh in his heart so is he.” The book considers the effects of thought on
character, circumstances, health and body, purpose, achievement, visions and ideals. It is written in the style of his
place (England) and his times (1864 to 1912), hence there is gender bias in the language of the book. It may be
downloaded free from http://www.soilandhealth.org/03sov/0304spiritpsych/030405thinketh/030405.Thinketh.pdf.
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APPENDIX C

Book List
Note: Some of these books are out of print but available through used book dealers and online sources. Try
Powell’s Books in Portland, Oregon (powells.com) or Amazon.com.

Highly Recommended
Listening In: Dialogues With the Wiser Self, Ellen Meredith, Horse Mountain Press
(1993) This wise and wonderfully balanced book is listed first because it is a “must
read.” In December of 2008, I found my used copy through an Amazon.com third party
offering. Although it may be out of print, I think the book is still available on the Internet.
It is inexpensive but priceless. See About “channeling” (pages 3 and 4) for more on
Meredith.
How to Know God, Deepak Chopra, Harmony Books, NY (2000) In this, perhaps the
crown jewel of his writing, Chopra explores his ideas that everyone can have a direct
experience of God and that “the brain is hardwired to know God.” He says the human
nervous system has seven biological responses corresponding to seven levels of
experience with God. Our purpose in striving to know God is so we each can “become
the author” of our own existence.
Consent, Newton Dillaway, The Montrose Press (1947) or Unity Books (1947, 1950,
1957) This classic is well worth searching for. Dillaway offers timeless insights into
consenting to “go with the inward the flow” of universal power and to follow its leading.
This consent gives rise to what he calls “normal [effortless] action.” “Tension is the
source of all error,” he says, and our basic problem is “the inability to consent to the
release of fear.”
Recommended
The Medium, the Mystic and the Physicist, Lawrence LeShan, The Viking Press, NY
(1966) An important and excellent read to help satisfy your “left brain.” A psychologist
and researcher in parapsychology, LeShan, examines how the medium, the mystic and
the physicist arrive at incredibly similar world views and ways of understanding reality
while taking quite difference paths.
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Alternate Realities, Lawrence LeShan, M. Evans and Company, NY (1974) A perfect
follow-up to The Medium, the Mystic and the Physicist. See Atheists, Theists and Modes
of Reality (pages 7 and 8) for more about this book.
How to Meditate, Lawrence LeShan, Little, Brown and Company, NY, hardcover edition
(1974), Back Bay Books paperback edition (1999) An easy-to-follow guide to
meditation with some excellent insights and examples.
Voices of Spirit, Charles H. Hapgood and Elwood Babbitt, Delacourt Press (1975)
Hapgood provides excellent insights on how “spirit communication” works and Babbitt, a
full trance medium, channels some eminent and famous personalities.
A New Earth – Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose, Eckhart Tolle, Penguin Book Ltd.
(2005) This bestseller examines our normal ego-based consciousness, the potential for
transcending it, and the possibilities of consciously creating a new Earth.
Also of Interest
Channeling, Jon Klimo, North Atlantic Books, Berkeley, CA (1998) This is a definitive
work on channeling that examines historical and modern channeling, including its
psychology and physiology.
The Biology of Transcendence, A Blueprint of the Human Spirit, Joseph Chilton
Pearce, Park Street Press (2002) Humankind longs for transcendence. The author
examines how culture, myth and religions thwart this desire and ultimately lead to
violence. He examines human biology and how it relates to transcendence and explores
the intelligence of the heart as it relates to the human brain.
Communion with God, Neale Donald Walsch, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, NY (2000) This is
my favorite of the Walsch books. Other books by Neale Walsch include Conversations
with God, Book 1 (1995), Book 2 (1997), Book 3 (1998), And Friendship with God (1999)
His website is http://www.nealedonaldwalsch.com/ and his ReCreation Foundation’s
website is http://www.cwg.org/main.php.
Essential Sufism, Edited by James Fadiman and Robert Frager, HaperCollins, NY (1997)
Sufis are the mystics of Islam and this book is an excellent collection of Sufi stories and
wisdom.
Mysticism, The Development of Humankind’s Spiritual Consciousness, Evelyn
Underhill, Bracken Books, London (1995); first published in 1911 by Methuen & Co.,
London This classic is not light reading but is an excellent and authoritative reference
on mystics and mysticism.
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